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I.I. Examples of Scottish Government consultations affecting hill land in 
Scotland  




 Consultation on Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 Part 3: Crofting Community 
Right to Buy 
 CAP Reform: Opportunities for Scotland 
 Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 - Part 2: Community right to buy: Consultation 
on draft regulations 
 Towards a strategy for Scotland's Biodiversity: Biodiversity Matters! - A draft for 
consultation 
 Nature Conservation (Scotland) Bill. Part 1 - A draft for consultation 
 Proposals for Changes to Agri-Environment Schemes in Scotland 
 Part 2 - CAP Reform: Consultation on Mid Term Review of Agenda 2000 
2004 
 
 CAP Reform: Cross Compliance (Good Agricultural and Environmental 
Condition)  
 Part 1 Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 - Draft Guidance for Local Authorities 
and National Park Authorities 
 CAP Reform: Land Management Contracts Menu Scheme 
 Consultation on Draft Rural Development Regulation 
2005 
 
 The National Forest Land Scheme; land for communities and affordable housing 
 Draft Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill Consultation Paper 




 Rural Development Programme for Scotland 2007-2013 - The Strategic Plan 
 Scottish Executive Rural Group: Paper 2006/2 - Enhancing Our Care of 
Scotland's Landscapes 
 Scottish Forestry Strategy Review 
 The Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Amendment (Scotland) Regulations 
2006 
 Consultation on the Rural Development Programme for Scotland 2007 - 2013 
2007 
 
 Scottish Executive Consultation: Future European Structural Funds Programmes 
in Lowlands & Uplands Scotland 2007 - 2013 
 Scotland's first coastal and marine national park: A consultation 











 Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 and Crofting Reform etc. Act 2007: Consultation on 
Designation of New Areas for Crofting 
 Climate Change: Consultation on Proposals for a Scottish Climate Change Bill 
 Future Implementation of the Common Agricultural Policy in Scotland: A 
Consultation Paper 
 Consultation on Less Favoured Area Support Scheme in Scotland (2010-2013) 
2009  Consultation on the finding of the National Parks Review 
 Scottish Climate Change Bill - Forestry provisions 
 Draft Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill Consultation Paper 
 Implementation of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) Health Check in 
Scotland: a consultation paper 
 Wildlife and Natural Environment Bill - Consultation Document 
2010 
 
 Proposal to Modify the Cairngorms National Park Designation, Transitional and 
Consequential Provisions (Scotland) Order 2003 
 Proposal to Modify the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park 
Designation, Transitional and Consequential Provisions (Scotland) Order 2002 
 Inquiry into the Future of Support for Agriculture in Scotland 
 Land Registration (Scotland) Bill Consultation 
 Getting the best from our land: A draft land use strategy for Scotland: 
Consultation for discussion and feedback 
Current 
 




































Livestock management and 
economic indicators in Spanish 
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Dairy goat grazing systems in 
Mediterranean regions 
Evaluation of the effects of 
adopting a new feeding technology 
in Mediterranean sheep farming 
systems 
Pattern of utilisation of grazing 
resources by sheep in Spain 
Economic profitability of sheep 
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Management strategies and land 
use for Roquefort cheese 
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Pre-survey and survey results for building the Adaptive Conjoint 
Analysis 
 
II.1.  Results of the pre-survey: List of characteristics defining a hill system 




mentioned Broad attributes (defined by researcher) 
soil type 9 Physical environment 
weather 8   
temperature 5   
slope 5   
wind 3   
access 3   
harshness 1   
environmentally fragile 3   
heather 9 Upland vegetation 
bracken 2   
lichens 2   
gorse 1   
alpine plants 2   
bog myrtle 1   
wetland 1   
rushes 2   
moss 2   
others 4   
unimproved grassland 6   
forestry 18 Woodland 
inbyes 3 Improved pastures 
shelter belts 1   
wildlife 9 Wild mammals 
upland birds 16 Upland birds 
livestock 22 Livestock & Farming products 
invertebrates 6 Invertebrates 
butterflies 3   












mentioned Broad attributes (defined by researcher) 
recreation 17 Access & Recreation 
access 4   
farms 8 Farms 
architecture/archeology 6 Architecture/archeology 
rurality 10 Rurality 
tourism 2 Tourism 
estates 1 Socio-economic elements 
no cropping 2   
economically fragile 2   
socially fragile 2   
housing 1   
environmental payments 1   
local economy 1   
labour 3 Jobs and local employment 
open spaces 2 Topography/Landscape 
big skies 1   
water 8   
moutains, hills & glens 4   
scree & rocks 1   
rocky outcrops 1   
shape of hills 1   
ondulating countryside 1   
grouse moors 1 Game management 
common management 2 Land Use 





























Examples of layout of the Adaptive Conjoint Analysis 
 





III.2.  Example of the rating questions (5 questions in total) 
 
 




III.4.  Example of the paired questions (24 in total, with 9 prohibited pairs) 
2x2 paired questions 
 
The ACA software also proposed 3x3 and 4x4 paired questions.  
 








Hill Farmers’ Survey and Interviews 
 
















IV.2. Template for the Interviews (with the help of a map) 
 


















































Statistical analysis details for Chapter 5 
 
V.1. Customised genstat programme (written by Sarah Brocklehurst, BioSS) 
 
"open file myalldataJan10.GSH" 
















"define variables etc and put into pointers for programming convenience" 
 
"define factors" 
calc nofff=107"number of factors" 






















variate [nvalues=1] pnlevfff[1...nofff] 
calc vfff[1...nofff]=fff[1...nofff] 
getattribute [attribute=levels,labels,nlevels] fff[1...nofff];attfff[1...nofff] 
calc pnlevfff[1...nofff]=attfff[1...nofff]['nlevels'] 
"1: continous, 2: binary, or c: categorical with c levels" 
variate [nvalues=nofff] typeoffff 
equate old=pnlevfff;new=typeoffff 
variate [nvalues=nofff; value=(1...nofff)] whichfff 
fspreadsheet whichfff,namefff,typeoffff 
"put names into pointer" 
text [nvalues=1] pnamefff[1...nofff] 
equate old=namefff; new=pnamefff 
"put types into pointer" 
variate [nvalues=1] ptypeoffff[1...nofff] 
equate old=typeoffff; new=ptypeoffff 
 
"define variables" 
calc novvv=42"number of variates" 











"1: continous, 2: binary, or c: categorical with c levels" 
variate [nvalues=novvv;values=#novvv(1)] typeofvvv 
variate [nvalues=novvv; value=(1...novvv)] whichvvv 
fspreadsheet whichvvv,namevvv,typeofvvv 
"put names into pointer" 
text [nvalues=1] pnamevvv[1...novvv] 
equate old=namevvv; new=pnamevvv 
"put types into pointer" 
variate [nvalues=1] ptypeofvvv[1...novvv] 
equate old=typeofvvv; new=ptypeofvvv 
 
"define xxx"  (new covariates) 
calc noxxx=novvv+nofff 
calc xxx[1...noxxx]=vvv[1...novvv],vfff[1...nofff] 
text [nvalues=noxxx] namexxx 
append [namexxx] namevvv,namefff 
variate [nvalues=noxxx] typeofxxx 
append [typeofxxx] typeofvvv,typeoffff 
"just a variate indicating the variable no (coxxx)" 
variate [nvalues=noxxx; value=(1...noxxx)] whichxxx 
fspreadsheet whichxxx,typeofxxx,namexxx 
"put names into pointer" 
text [nvalues=1] pnamexxx[1...noxxx] 
equate old=namexxx; new=pnamexxx 
"put types into pointer" 
variate [nvalues=1] ptypeofxxx[1...noxxx] 
equate old=typeofxxx; new=ptypeofxxx 
 
"create a dummy factor with a single level to be used in trellis plots, since trellis will not run unless you give it a factor 
for different frames (different graphs) and sometimes you may want graphs with only one frame (see later)" 
calc lenxxx=nvalues(xxx[1]) 
variate [nvalues=lenxxx;values=#lenxxx(1)] dummy 
groups dummy;fdummy 







"relationships between variables - correlations" 
 
delete [redefine=yes] corr,pcorr 
CORRELATE [PRINT=*; CORRELATIONS=corr] xxx[1...noxxx] 
FSPREADSHEET corr 
DELETE [REDEFINE=yes] _clprob, _cuprob, _probs 
PRCORRELATION [NOBS=NVAL(xxx[1])] ABS(corr); CLPROB=_clprob; CUPROB=_cuprob 
DELETE [REDEFINE=yes] pcorr 
SYMMETRIC [ROWS=!p(xxx[1...noxxx])] pcorr; EXTRA='Probabilites' 





"clustering of farms" “(first quick analysis)” 
 
"construct similarity matrix" 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"get similarity matrices for each xxx" 
for coxxx=1...noxxx 
  DELETE [Redefine=yes] sim[coxxx] 
  if ptypeofxxx[coxxx].gt.1 
    FSIMILARITY [SIMILARITY=sim[coxxx];UNITS=tfarm] xxx[coxxx]; TEST=simplematching 
  else 
    FSIMILARITY [SIMILARITY=sim[coxxx];UNITS=tfarm] xxx[coxxx]; TEST=Euclidean 
  endif 
  "fspreadsheet sim[coxxx]" 
endfor "coxxx" 
 
"fspreadsheet sim[5]" "say, if you want to see farm by farm matrix for one var or factor" 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"get weights for contribution to overall similarity matrix of each farm covariate - assuming equal weights" 
calc wgtmethod=1 
variate [nvalues=noxxx] vwgt 
scalar wgt[1...noxxx] 
calc wgt[1...noxxx]=1/noxxx"THIS COULD BE ALTERED (BUT THEY MUST SUM TO 1) IF YOU WANT TO MAKE SOME 












  calc simil=simil+wgt[coxxx]*sim[coxxx] 
endfor 
"take care of rounding errors on diagonal (1 was actually 0.9999999....):" 
calc simil=simil-simil*(simil.eq.1)+1*(simil.eq.1)"######" 
fspreadsheet simil 
"THIS SHOWS SIMILARITY BETWEEN PAIRS OR FARMS" 
 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"examine dendogram for HCA based on original similarity matrix - ie startmethod=3" 
HCLUSTER [METHOD=nearestneighbour] simil;permutation=_perm 
GETATTRIBUTE [ATTRIBUTE=rows] simil; _ps 
HDISPLAY [PRINT=*] simil; TREE=_ddmst 
DDENDROGRAM [ORDER=given; DSIMILARITY=yes] DATA=_ddmst; PERM=_perm; WINDOW=1; LABELS=tfarm 





"carry out principal coordinates analysis on similarity matrix" 
 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"setting for PCO and nHCA" 
 
"set number of pco roots initially investigated" 
calc maxnoofroots=10 
 
"set max accumulated % of roots for further investigation" 
calc maxpcoaccpercforgraphsetc=100 
"set max number of roots for further investigation" 
calc maxnorootsforgraphsetc=5"######" “this can be changed depending how many roots we want to investigate” 
 
"set accumulated % of roots included for clustering" 
calc maxpcoaccpercforclusteranal=100 
"set min number of roots included for clustering" 
calc minnorootsforclusteranal=2 
"set max number of roots included for clustering" 
calc maxnorootsforclusteranal=5"######" “this can be changed depending how many roots we want to investigate” 
"set minimum and maximum number of grps for the cluster analysis" 
calc minnogrps=2 
calc maxnogrps=9 
"set min and max start method for cluster analysis:" 
calc minstartmethod=1 
calc maxstartmethod=1 
"1: use classify" 
"2: use HCA results on pcos to be included for cluster as start" 
"3: use HCA results on original similarity matrix as start" 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"work out how many pco roots are positive" 
calc noroots=maxnoofroots 
DELETE [REDEFINE=YES] pcolatrootvect,pcodistances,rootno,pcoroots 





variate [nvalues=noroots;values=1...noroots] rootno 




print 'number of positive roots from pco: ',posstoprootno 
 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"examine % variation for all positive roots" 
calc noroots=posstoprootno 
DELETE [REDEFINE=YES] pcolatrootvect,pcodistances,rootno,pcoroots,pcopercvar,pcoaccpercvar,ppcopercvar,ppcoaccpercvar 





variate [nvalues=noroots;values=1...noroots] rootno 
variate [nvalues=noroots] pcoroots,pcopercvar,pcoaccpercvar 









  calc colastroot=coroot-1 




"plot % variation versus root number" 
FRAME [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; BOX=omit 
XAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='rootno'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=parallel; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display; marks=1 
YAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='pcopercvar'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=perpendicular; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display 
"Set colours for plotting" 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15; RED=3(128),192,255,2(128); GREEN=128,\ 
0,64,0,4(128); BLUE=2(128,0),128,2(192),128 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1; METHOD=line; SYMBOL=2; SIZE=1; CSYMBOL=2 
DGRAPH [WINDOW=1; TITLE='% var vs root no'] Y=pcopercvar; X=rootno; PEN=1 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1 
"plot accumulated % variation versus root number" 
FRAME [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; BOX=omit 
XAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='rootno'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=parallel; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display; marks=1 
YAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='accpcopercvar'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=perpendicular; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display; lower=0; upper=105 
"Set colours for plotting" 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15; RED=3(128),192,255,2(128); GREEN=128,\ 
0,64,0,4(128); BLUE=2(128,0),128,2(192),128 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1; METHOD=line; SYMBOL=2; SIZE=1; CSYMBOL=2 
DGRAPH [WINDOW=1; TITLE='accumulated % var vs root no'] Y=pcoaccpercvar; X=rootno; PEN=1 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1 
 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"further investigation of pcoscores" 





print 'number of roots for further investigation: ',invstoprootno 
 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"examine pcos up to stoprootno" 
"you have to run this section before doing cluster analysis" 
 
calc noroots=invstoprootno 
DELETE [REDEFINE=YES] pcolatrootvect,pcodistances,pcoscores,matpcoscores,trmatpcoscores 
PCO [PRINT=roots, scores, residuals, centroid; NROOTS=noroots] simil; LRV=pcolatrootvect; DISTANCES=pcodistances 
variate [nvalues=nofarms] pcoscores[1...noroots] 






"get labelling for pcscores to be used in plots" 
variate [nvalues=noroots;values=(1...noroots)] vshortnamepcoscores 
ftext vshortnamepcoscores;shortnamepcoscores 
variate [nvalues=noroots;values=(noroots...1)] indextosortwith 
sort [index=indextosortwith] old=shortnamepcoscores;new=revshortnamepcoscores 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"various plots of pcscores" 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"to plot pcscores labelled by farms" 
 





"3d plot of first 3 pcos only" 
"you can change code to do other pcoscores - e.g. 1,2,4; 2,3,4 etc" 
"you can rotate this plot in 3d to see if there is obvious 3d clustering" 
FRAME [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; BOX=include 
XAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='pcoscores[1]'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=parallel; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display 
YAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='pcoscores[2]'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
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 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=perpendicular; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display 
ZAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='pcoscores[3]'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=perpendicular; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display 
"Set colours for plotting" 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15; RED=3(128),192,255,2(128); GREEN=128,\ 
0,64,0,4(128); BLUE=2(128,0),128,2(192),128 
VARIATE _scolour; !(1,2,3,4,30,7,5,6,12,8) 
VARIATE _symb; !(-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1) 
VARIATE _symsize; !(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nofarms; METHOD=point; SYMBOL=#_symb; SIZE=#_symsize; CSYMBOL=#_scolour 
D3GRAPH [WINDOW=1; TITLE='first 3 pcos'; AZIMUTH=225; ELEVATION=25] X=pcoscores[1]; Y=pcoscores[2]; Z=pcoscores[3]; 
PEN=farm 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nofarms 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15 
 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"examination of which xxx (covariates) are related to which pcoscores" 
 
delete [redefine=yes] corr,pcorr 
CORRELATE [PRINT=*; CORRELATIONS=corr] xxx[1...noxxx],pcoscores[1...noroots] 
FSPREADSHEET corr 
DELETE [REDEFINE=yes] _clprob, _cuprob, _probs 
PRCORRELATION [NOBS=NVAL(xxx[1])] ABS(corr); CLPROB=_clprob; CUPROB=_cuprob 
DELETE [REDEFINE=yes] pcorr 
SYMMETRIC [ROWS=!p(xxx[1...noxxx],pcoscores[1...noroots])] pcorr; EXTRA='Probabilites' 
CALC pcorr = 1 - _clprob + _cuprob 
FSPREADSHEET pcorr 
 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nofarms 
PEN 1...nofarms; LABELS=tfarm;symbol=2; size=0.6 
text [nvalues=5] tempnamexxx 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[1...5] 
dcscatter [xxx[1...5];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=farm]\ 
  pcoscores[noroots...1];revshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[6...10] 
dcscatter [xxx[6...10];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=farm]\ 
  pcoscores[noroots...1];revshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[11...15] 
dcscatter [xxx[11...15];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=farm]\ 
  pcoscores[noroots...1];revshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[16...20] 
dcscatter [xxx[16...20];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=farm]\ 
  pcoscores[noroots...1];revshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[21...25] 
dcscatter [xxx[21...25];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=farm]\ 
  pcoscores[noroots...1];revshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[26...31] 
dcscatter [xxx[26...31];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=farm]\ 












print 'maximum number of roots for clustering: ',cluststoprootno 
 
if (cluststoprootno.gt.invstoprootno) 
  print 'you cannot have max number of pcoscores for cluster analysis exceeding those investigated further!!!' 












  calc caseno=caseno+1 
  print caseno 
  calc phcastartfailed[caseno]=0 
  text [nvalues=1;values='simplematcheucl'] psimmethod[caseno] 
  calc pwgtmethod[caseno]=wgtmethod 
  calc pnoroots[caseno]=conoroots 
  calc pngrps[caseno]=cogroups 
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  calc pstartmethod[caseno]=startmethod 
  text [nvalues=1;values='sums'] pcritmethod[caseno] 
  if startmethod.eq.1"start cluster by using classify" 
    FACTOR _start 
    CLASSIFY !p(pcoscores[1...conoroots]); NGROUPS=cogroups; GROUPS=_start 
    calc startgrping[caseno]=_start 
  endif 
  if startmethod.eq.2"start cluster by using results from HCA based on Eucl similarity from pcos" 
    DELETE [Redefine=yes] similpco 
    FSIMILARITY [SIMILARITY=similpco;UNITS=tspeciesid] pcoscores[1...conoroots]; TEST=euclidean 
    calc foundstart=0 
    for cothresh=10000...9000 
      calc theshold=cothresh/100 
      HCLUSTER [METHOD=nearestneighbour] similpco; groups=hcsgroups; gthreshold=theshold 
      "fspreadsheet hcsgroups" 
      if (nlevels(hcsgroups).eq.cogroups) 
        calc startgrping[caseno]=hcsgroups 
        print 'found hca start ',theshold 
        calc foundstart=1 
      endif 
    endfor 
    if foundstart.eq.0 
      print 'no HCA soln found for cocase ',caseno 
      calc phcastartfailed[caseno]=1 
      FACTOR _start 
      CLASSIFY !p(pcoscores[1...conoroots]); NGROUPS=cogroups; GROUPS=_start 
      calc startgrping[caseno]=_start 
    endif 
  endif 
  if startmethod.eq.3"start cluster by using results from HCA based on original similarity matrix" 
    calc foundstart=0 
    for cothresh=9500...7200 
      calc theshold=cothresh/100 
      HCLUSTER [METHOD=nearestneighbour] simil; groups=hcsgroups; gthreshold=theshold 
      "fspreadsheet hcsgroups" 
      if (nlevels(hcsgroups).eq.cogroups) 
        calc startgrping[caseno]=hcsgroups 
        print 'found hca start ',theshold 
        calc foundstart=1 
      endif 
    endfor 
    if foundstart.eq.0 
      print 'no HCA soln found for cocase ',caseno 
      calc phcastartfailed[caseno]=1 
      FACTOR _start 
      CLASSIFY !p(pcoscores[1...conoroots]); NGROUPS=cogroups; GROUPS=_start 
      calc startgrping[caseno]=_start 
    endif 
  endif 
  if startmethod.eq.4"start cluster by using classification as in grppriorbelief" 
    calc startgrping[caseno]=grppriorbelief 
  endif 
  groups startgrping[caseno];fstartgrping[caseno] 
  "find within group SofS for start grouping" 
  delete [redefine=yes] nobspcoscores,tnobspcoscores,varpcoscores,tvarpcoscores,sospcoscores,initcritvalpergrp 
  variate [nvalues=cogroups] nobspcoscores[1...conoroots],varpcoscores[1...conoroots] 
  tabulate [classification=fstartgrping[caseno]] 
pcoscores[1...conoroots];var=tvarpcoscores[1...conoroots];nobservations=tnobspcoscores[1...conoroots] 
  equate old=tnobspcoscores[1...conoroots];new=nobspcoscores[1...conoroots] 
  equate old=tvarpcoscores[1...conoroots];new=varpcoscores[1...conoroots] 
  calc sospcoscores[1...conoroots]=varpcoscores[1...conoroots]*(nobspcoscores[1...conoroots]-1) 
  "fspreadsheet sospcoscores[1...conoroots]" 
  calc initcritvalpergrp=vsum(sospcoscores) 
  "fspreadsheet initcritvalpergrp" 
  calc pinitcritval[caseno]=sum(initcritvalpergrp) 
  CLUSTER [PRINT=criterion,optimum,units,typical,initial;DATA=!p(pcoscores[1...conoroots]); CRITERION=sums;\ 
  INTERCHANGE=transfer; START=fstartgrping[caseno]] NGROUPS=cogroups; GROUPS=grpnhca[caseno] 
  "find within group SofS for final grouping" 
  delete [redefine=yes] nobspcoscores,tnobspcoscores,varpcoscores,tvarpcoscores,sospcoscores,critvalpergrp 
  variate [nvalues=cogroups] nobspcoscores[1...conoroots],varpcoscores[1...conoroots] 
  tabulate [classification=grpnhca[caseno]] 
pcoscores[1...conoroots];var=tvarpcoscores[1...conoroots];nobservations=tnobspcoscores[1...conoroots] 
  equate old=tnobspcoscores[1...conoroots];new=nobspcoscores[1...conoroots] 
  equate old=tvarpcoscores[1...conoroots];new=varpcoscores[1...conoroots] 
  calc sospcoscores[1...conoroots]=varpcoscores[1...conoroots]*(nobspcoscores[1...conoroots]-1) 
  "fspreadsheet sospcoscores[1...conoroots]" 
  calc critvalpergrp=vsum(sospcoscores) 
  "fspreadsheet initcritvalpergrp" 
  calc pcritval[caseno]=sum(critvalpergrp) 
  "find total SofS" 
  delete [redefine=yes] totsospcoscores 
  calc totsospcoscores[1...conoroots]=(nofarms-1)*variance(pcoscores[1...conoroots]) 
  calc ptotsos[caseno]=vsum(totsospcoscores) 
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  calc ppercinitcritoftotsos[caseno]=100*(1-(pinitcritval[caseno]/ptotsos[caseno])) 























  append [newvector=settings[cocaseno]] oldvector=tpcaseno[cocaseno],psimmethod[cocaseno],tpwgtmethod[cocaseno],tpnoroots[cocaseno],\ 
  tpngrps[cocaseno],tpstartmethod[cocaseno],tphcastartfailed[cocaseno],pcritmethod[cocaseno],tptotsos[cocaseno],\ 







"plot %sos explained versus caseno" 
variate [nvalues=maxcaseno;values=(1...maxcaseno)] vcaseno 
variate [nvalues=maxcaseno] vperccritoftotsos 
equate old=pperccritoftotsos;new=vperccritoftotsos 
FRAME [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; BOX=omit 
XAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='vcaseno'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=parallel; MPOSITION=outside; MARKS=1; ARROWHEAD=omit;\ 
 ACTION=display 
YAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='vperccritoftotsos'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=perpendicular; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display 
"Set colours for plotting" 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15; RED=3(128),192,255,2(128); GREEN=128,\ 
0,64,0,4(128); BLUE=2(128,0),128,2(192),128 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1; METHOD=line; JOIN=ascending; SYMBOL=0; LINESTYLE=1; THICKNESS=1;\ 
 SIZE=1; CLINE=1 
DGRAPH [WINDOW=1; TITLE='% sos'] Y=vperccritoftotsos; X=vcaseno; PEN=1 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15 
 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
"examine pcoscores with cluster groups for chosen casenumbers" 
 




"resort by chosen clustering" 
delete [redefine=yes] sortgrpnhca,sorttfarm,sortxxx[1...noxxx] 




"to plot all pcs by cluster groups" 
calc noroots=pnoroots[thiscaseno] 
calc nlevgrpnhca=nlevels(grpnhca[thiscaseno]) 
variate [nvalues=noroots;values=(1...noroots)] tempvshortnamepcoscores 
ftext tempvshortnamepcoscores;tempshortnamepcoscores 
variate [nvalues=noroots;values=(noroots...1)] tempindextosortwith 
sort [index=tempindextosortwith] old=tempshortnamepcoscores;new=temprevshortnamepcoscores 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nlevgrpnhca 
PEN 1...nlevgrpnhca; LABELS=*;symbol=2; size=0.7 
dcscatter [pcoscores[1...noroots];tempshortnamepcoscores;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=grpnhca[thiscaseno]]\ 
 pcoscores[noroots...1];temprevshortnamepcoscores 
"include species labelling" 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nlevgrpnhca 
PEN 1...nlevgrpnhca; LABELS=tfarm;symbol=2; size=0.7 
dcscatter [pcoscores[1...noroots];tempshortnamepcoscores;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=grpnhca[thiscaseno]]\ 
 pcoscores[noroots...1];temprevshortnamepcoscores 




"to plot all pcs by cluster groups - one pair of pcscores at a time" 
calc noroots=pnoroots[thiscaseno] 
calc nlevgrpnhca=nlevels(grpnhca[thiscaseno]) 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nlevgrpnhca 
PEN 1...nlevgrpnhca; LABELS=tfarm;symbol=2; size=1 
calc topcoroot1=noroots-1 
for coroot1=topcoroot1...1 
  ftext coroot1;tcoroot1 
  calc botcoroot2=coroot1+1 
  for coroot2=noroots...botcoroot2 
    ftext coroot2;tcoroot2 
    dcscatter [pcoscores[coroot1];tcoroot1;ticksandlabels=yes";equal=yes";pen=grpnhca[thiscaseno]]\ 
    pcoscores[coroot2];tcoroot2 
  endfor"coroot2" 
endfor"coroot1" 
 
"3d plot of first 3 pcos only" 
"you can change code to do other pcoscores - e.g. 1,2,4; 2,3,4 etc" 
"you can rotate this plot in 3d to see if there is obvious 3d clustering" 
calc nlevgrpnhca=nlevels(grpnhca[thiscaseno]) 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nlevgrpnhca 
FRAME [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; BOX=omit 
XAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='pcoscores[1]'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=parallel; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display 
YAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='pcoscores[2]'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=perpendicular; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display 
ZAXIS [RESET=yes] WINDOW=1; TITLE='pcoscores[3]'; TPOSITION=middle; TDIRECTION=parallel;\ 
 LPOSITION=outside; LDIRECTION=perpendicular; MPOSITION=outside; ARROWHEAD=omit; ACTION=display 
"Set colours for plotting" 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15; RED=3(128),192,255,2(128); GREEN=128,\ 
0,64,0,4(128); BLUE=2(128,0),128,2(192),128 
VARIATE _scolour; !(1,2,3,4,30,7,5) 
VARIATE _symb; !(-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1) 
VARIATE _symsize; !(1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nlevgrpnhca; METHOD=point; SYMBOL=#_symb; SIZE=#_symsize; CSYMBOL=#_scolour 
D3GRAPH [WINDOW=1; TITLE='pc1 pc2 pc3'; AZIMUTH=225; ELEVATION=25] X=pcoscores[1]\ 
; Y=pcoscores[2]; Z=pcoscores[3]; PEN=grpnhca[thiscaseno] 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nlevgrpnhca 
COLOUR [RESET=yes] 30,12,16,22,11,25,27,15 
 
"examine clusters in relation to xxx (original covariates)" 
calc noroots=pnoroots[thiscaseno] 
calc nlevgrpnhca=nlevels(grpnhca[thiscaseno]) 
variate [nvalues=noroots;values=(1...noroots)] tempvshortnamepcoscores 
ftext tempvshortnamepcoscores;tempshortnamepcoscores 
variate [nvalues=noroots;values=(noroots...1)] tempindextosortwith 
sort [index=tempindextosortwith] old=tempshortnamepcoscores;new=temprevshortnamepcoscores 
PEN [RESET=yes] 1...nlevgrpnhca 
pen 1...nlevgrpnhca; LABELS=tfarm;symbol=2;size=0.6 
text [nvalues=5] tempnamexxx 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[1...5] 
dcscatter [xxx[1...5];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=grpnhca[thiscaseno]]\ 
pcoscores[noroots...1];temprevshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[6...10] 
dcscatter [xxx[6...10];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=grpnhca[thiscaseno]]\ 
pcoscores[noroots...1];temprevshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[11...15] 
dcscatter [xxx[11...15];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=grpnhca[thiscaseno]]\ 
pcoscores[noroots...1];temprevshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[16...20] 
dcscatter [xxx[16...20];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=grpnhca[thiscaseno]]\ 
pcoscores[noroots...1];temprevshortnamepcoscores 
append [tempnamexxx] pnamexxx[21...25] 
dcscatter [xxx[21...25];tempnamexxx;ticksandlabels=no";equal=yes";pen=grpnhca[thiscaseno]]\ 
pcoscores[noroots...1];temprevshortnamepcoscores 




"tables of xxx (covariates) by cluster groups" 




  tabulate [classification=grpnhca[thiscaseno]] xxx[coxxx];means=tmeansxxxbygrpnhca[coxxx] 









V.2. List of final variables (149 in total) 
 
Whichxxx typeofxxx namexxx details 
1 1 inhill Ratio inbye/hill 
2 1 prode1 productivity ewes1 
3 1 SR LU per ha 
4 1 noewe1 number of ewes1 
5 1 noewe2 number of ewes2 
6 1 lam1 number of lambs1 
7 1 lam2 number of lambs 2 
8 1 catt1 number of cattle 1 
9 1 mxew1 max number of ewes 
10 1 mxca max number of cattle 
11 1 fwonf Farmer working on farm 
12 1 fwoff Farmer working off farm 
13 1 fwofnf Farmer working off farm - non farming 
14 1 wwonf Partner working on farm 
15 1 wwoff Partner working off farm 
16 1 wwofnf Partner working off farm - non farming 
17 1 pwonf Business partner working on farm 
18 1 pwoff Business partner working off farm 
19 1 pwofnf Business partner working off farm - non farming 
20 1 fte Number of full time employees 
21 1 pte Number of part-time employees 
22 1 conwk Number contract workers 
23 1 dconwk number of days contractors work 
24 1 noponf number people/farmer on farm 
25 1 shlab sheep/labour unit 
26 1 livlab livestock/labour unit 
27 1 %st % hill store lambs sold 
28 1 %cb % cross bred store lambs sold 
29 1 %f % finished lambs sold 
30 1 %eb % ewe lambs for breeding sold 
31 1 %tb % tups for breeding sold 
32 1 %de % draft ewes/pedigree ewes sold 
33 1 %stca % store cattle sold 
34 1 %fca % finished cattle sold 
35 1 %oth % other sold (specify) 
36 1 longga Longest gather (hours) 
37 1 shorga Shortest gather (in hours) 
38 1 nogather How many gathers 
39 1 peobiga number of people for biggest gather 
40 1 peosmga number of people for smallest gather 
41 1 longfeed Longest to feed (hours) 
42 1 shorfeed shortest to feed 
43 30 farm farm no 
44 5 loc location of farm (area) 
45 2 ten tenant 
46 2 own owner-occupier 
47 2 sea seasonal farmer 
48 2 confarm contract farmer 
49 3 typefarm type of farm (lfa sheep, beef, beef + sheep) 
50 2 mxeww keep max ewes for welfare reasons 
51 2 mxewl keep max ewes for labour reasons 
52 2 mxewin keep max ewes for infrastructure reasons 
53 2 mxewwea keep max ewes for weather reasons 
54 2 mxewper keep max ewes for performance reasons 
55 2 mxeweeco keep max ewes for economics reasons 
56 2 mxewf keep max ewes for forage reasons 
57 2 mxewot keep max ewes for others reasons 
58 3 mxcaw keep max cows for welfare reasons 
59 3 mxcal keep max cows for labour reasons 
60 3 mxcain keep max cows for infrastructure reasons 
61 3 mxcawea keep max cows for weather reasons 
62 2 mxcaper keep max cows for performance reasons 
63 3 mxcaeco keep max cows for economics reasons 
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64 3 mxcaf keep max cows for forage reasons 
65 3 mxcaot keep max cows for others reasons 
66 2 cwshe work contractor do - shearing 
67 2 cwga work contractor do - gathering 
68 2 cwsc work contractor do - scanning 
69 2 cwoth work contractor do - others 
70 2 hay Produce hay self 
71 2 chay Use contrator for hay 
72 2 nhay No hay 
73 2 sil Produce silage self 
74 2 csil use contrator for silage 
75 2 nsil No silage 
76 2 seag Do you have seasonal grazing 
77 2 fmsh Have you got farm shop 
78 2 tou Tourist accommodation on farm 
79 2 for Forestry on farm 
80 2 spr Sporting activities on farm 
81 2 phmst Phone mast on farm 
82 2 engy Energy production on farm 
83 2 othdiv Other diversification on farm 
84 2 rkfarm Farming activity rank 
85 3 calsprng spring calving 
86 3 calsum summer calving 
87 3 calautu autumn calving 
88 3 scan Do you pregnancy scan 
89 4 lambng lambing time 
90 2 cloflo have you a closed flock 
91 4 hqlty Hill quality grazing 
92 5 hqty Hill quantity grazing 
93 4 pkqlty Park quality grazing 
94 4 pkqty Park quantity grazing 
95 4 fieqlty Fields quality grazing 
96 5 fieqty Fields quantity grazing 
97 3 hayfieqlty Fields for hay/silage quality grazing 
98 4 hayfieqty Fields for hay/silage quantity grazing 
99 3 distissue are distances on farm an issue? 
100 2 health do you have a health plan? 
101 2 vets Use of vets 
102 5 comdisease Most common disease in area 
103 6 farmdisease Biggest disease problem on farm 
104 2 RSS RSS 
105 2 ESA ESA 
106 2 CPS CPS 
107 2 WGS WGS 
108 2 LMC LMC 
109 2 SFGS SFGS 
110 2 OAS OAS 
111 3 feedew Feed ewes them in winter? 
112 4 moti what is your farming motivation? 
113 2 buynewfl Do you buy new stock 
114 3 disrisk If yes, disease risk 
115 2 boudisea Ever bought disease? 
116 2 resothfarm Use resources for other than farming 
117 2 builincre Are your buildings fit if animal numbers increase? 
118 2 labincre Have you enough labour to cope if animal numbers increase? 
119 2 builfit At present, are buildings fit for purpose? 
120 2 builless Are your buildings fit for other use if less animal numbers 
121 2 otherless Would you be prepared to do other if less animal numbers? 
122 2 borrow Would you borrow money for new venture? 
123 2 buyunknow Would you buy from unknown seller? 
124 3 riskfarm Risk attitude on your farm 
125 4 sysfail How often does your system fail? 
126 3 bestqlty I aim produce the best quality output on my farm 
127 4 divers  I will try to diversify my income 
128 4 fregardless  I intend to carry on farming regardless 
129 5 profit Profit making is my main motivation in farming  
130 4 nxtgene  I will farm for the next generation to take over 
131 3 effici  I will try to be more efficient/cost effective 
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132 2 impenvt  I will try to improve/maintain/care for the environment 
133 5 lesssubs  I want to farm with less government subsidies 
134 4 lessouts I want to farm with less outside interference  
135 4 qltytime I would like to have more quality time for things other than farming  
136 4 nofutu  There is no future in hill farming 
137 4 nofutagr 
There is no future unless there is more support from agri-
environmental schemes 
138 4 nofutincre There is no future unless the prices increase substantially 
139 4 diverway Diversification is one way of making a better future 
140 3 livgranec 
 Livestock grazing will be necessary to keep the hills suitable for hill 
walkers & tourists 
141 3 stedecl There will be a steady decline until the economic situation improves 
142 4 farmcontr  Hill farmers are important contributor to the local economy 
143 3 lessrurlab There will be less rural labour without hill farming 
144 3 respect As a farmer, I am a respected member of the local community 
145 3 badpress  Bad press has undermined farmers’ standing in the local community 
146 4 localunsym  Local residents are not sympathetic to farmers and their needs 
147 4 localunderst  Local authorities do not understand farmers and their needs 
148 4 profarming Farmers should do more to promote farming interests 
149 2 chgeneigh Did your neighbours make any changes? 
 
V.3. Variables in the further analysis (and post-clusters P values) 
 
variable name details P value 
age age bracket 0.058 
educ level of education 0.051 
yrsarea years in in the area 0.072 
succe do you have a successor 0.455 
chge01 any changes between 2001 & 2005? 0.24 
ch01based what were changes based on? 0.959 
ch01pl effect on paid labour from changes made in 2001-2005  0.03 
ch01upl effect on unpaid labour from changes made in 2001-2005  0.411 
ch01h effect on habitat from changes made in 2001-2005  0.677 
ch01le effect on local economy from changes made in 2001-2005  0.072 
chge05 any changes since 2005? 0.669 
ch05based what were changes based on? 0.768 
ch05pl effect on paid labour from changes made since 2005  0.943 
ch05upl effect on unpaid labour from changes made since 2005 0.879 
ch05h effect on habitat from changes made since 2005 0.244 
ch05le effect on local economy from changes made since 2005 0.386 
redliv01 reduction in livestock numbers between 2001 & 2005? 0.476 
redliv05 reduction in livestock numbers since 2005? 0.945 
resCAP were these 2005 changes a result of the CAP reform? 0.685 
postCap how will your farming be post CAP reform? 0.932 
Ltplan do you have a long-term plan for your farm? 0.19 
chgene05 were  your neighbours’ changes because of the SFP? 0.97 












Details refer to the MLURI Hill Grazing Management Model, Ecological Manual, for 
Windows version 1.0. (1997).  
 
The model was run for the 3 locations on Kirkton farm: the hill, the hillpark (i.e. 
fenced hill) and the inbye (pasture). 
 
A series of inputs have to be entered in the model. They refer to: 
o the site (zone, location, side of the country),  
o the vegetation information (type of vegetation, altitude, area and cover, 
and, when required, management class and fertiliser) 
o the grazing animals (sheep numbers per month and average weight in 
kg). 
The model first calculates the production of each of the vegetation types in each 
month of the year, taking into account altitude and temperature zone. It then 
simulates the vegetation production and grazing by sheep from each vegetation 
type on each day of a typical year. The model runs for 2 years. By the second year, it 
has reached a steady state and will not be influenced by initial values. 
 
The output file contains all the information entered into the input screens as well as 
a large number of outputs, in particular monthly output data. These monthly data 
are presented either as the total for each month or as the daily value on the last 
month (see next paragraph for full details). For this study, the total monthly 
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production (kgDM/ha) of each vegetation type has been used, as well as the 
monthly digestibility of the vegetation type. Utilisation rate of the vegetation has 
also been applied, as explained in the next paragraphs.  
 
 
VI.2. Inputs data 
 
VI.2.1. Site data 
VI.2.1.1. Zone 
The zone is the temperature zone in which the site is located. The climatic 
zones are delineated on the basis of mean July temperature at sea level. Kirkton is 
situated in zone 4. 
 
VI.2.1.2. Location 
The model can predict vegetation of lowland areas, as well as upland and 
heath areas. Kirkton is located in the uplands. 
 
VI.2.1.3. Side 
The side of the country in which the site is located affects the default heather 
cover. If the site is in the east of the country, i.e. east of, or including, the Grampians 
in Scotland, or the Pennines in England, the default cover values are higher than if it 
is in the west of the country, where conditions tend to be wetter and heather grows 
less well. Kirkton is in the west side of the country. 
 
VI. 2.2. Vegetation information: Heather 
VI.2.2.1. Altitude 
The average altitude (in metres) of all heather types must be entered. For 
Kirkton, two types of location were considered: 
 Hill: Altitude: 400 m 




VI.2.2.2. Area and Cover 
This is the area, in ha, of each of the seven heather types at the site (Newly 
burnt, Pioneer, Building, Mature, Degenerate, Suppressed, Blanket bog), as well as 
the average ground cover of heather within the total area of each of the seven 
aforementioned heather types.  
For Kirkton, the values were as follows:  
 Hill: 
a. Area of newly burnt heather: 1.74 ha 
b. Cover: 100% 
 Hillpark: 
a. Area of newly burnt heather: 0.32 ha 
b. Cover: 100% 
 
VI.2.3. Vegetation information: Indigenous grassland 
VI.2.3.1. Altitude 
The average altitude, in metres, of all indigenous grassland types must be 
provided. For Kirkton, as mentioned above, two types of location and altitude were 
considered.  
 
VI.2.3.2. Grassland type 
The grassland types, which can be simulated by the model, are defined as 
below: 
 Agrostis/Festuca (species rich grassland dominated by Agrostis spp. and 
Festuca ssp., but with a higher proportion of Agrostis ssp),  
 Festuca/Agrostis (species poor grassland dominated by Festuca spp. and 
Agrostis ssp. but with a higher proportion of Festuca spp.) 
 Nardus (grassland with a higher proportion of Nardus stricta than any 
other grass types in the model) 
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 Burnt Molinia (grassland with a higher proportion of Molinia caerulea 
than any other grass types in the model and which has been burnt within 
the last year) 
 Unburnt Molinia (as above but which has not been burnt within the last 
year). 
It is assumed that Nardus is not eaten by sheep. However, the area of Nardus 
grassland was included in the model, as Festuca/Agrostis growing between Nardus 
tussocks can be a very important resource to sheep (Holland, 2001). 
 
VI.2.3.3. Areas and cover 
The area in ha, as well as the cover of each of the indigenous grassland types 
must be provided. The cover is the average ground cover within the appropriate 
grassland type of the grass types for which this is required (Nardus and Molinia). 
Cover is also required for species poor Festuca/Agrostis growing amongst each of the 
heather type and amongst Nardus and burnt and unburnt Molinia. The total cover of 
any two vegetation types growing in mosaic must not exceed 100%. 
For Kirkton, the areas (in ha) and the cover (in %) taken were as follows: 
 Hill 
a. Festuca/Agrostis:   11.17 ha,  100% 
b. Nardus:    681.74 ha,  32% 
c. Unburnt Molinia  156.84 ha 21.2% 
d. Festuca/Agrostis in Nardus  28.4 % 
e. Festuca/Agrostis in unburnt Molinia 2.4 % 
 Hillpark 
a. Festuca/Agrostis:  6.42 ha,  100% 
b. Nardus:   29.34 ha,  41.6% 
c. Unburnt Molinina: 1.91 ha,  67% 
d. Festuca/Agrostis in Nardus:  19.25 % 




VI.2.4. Vegetation information: Reseeded Grassland 
For Kirkton, the reseeded grassland is referred to as the Inbye land. Only 
parts of the total inbye area are fertilised. 
VII.2.4.1. Altitude 
For Kirkton, the average altitude of the reseeded grassland was 150 metres. 
 
VII.2.4.2. Area, Management class and Fertiliser information 
The area of reseeded grassland is provided below.  
According to the model, the Management class is 1 if it is permanent grassland 
containing large amounts of clover. It is 2 if it is permanent grassland receiving less 
than 300 kg N/ha.  
If fertiliser is applied, then the rate, in kg/ha/year must be supplied as well as the 
soil type and the average summer rainfall. 
For Kirkton, the values taken were as follows: 
 Fertilised grassland 
1. Pasture information: 
o Area:    34.5 ha (silage field) 
o Management class:  2 
o Fertiliser rate:   300 kg/ha/year 
o Soil type:   1 (all soils except shallow soils over chalk/rock 
or gravelly and coarse sandy soils or organic soils in the east of the 
country) 
o Rainfall:  1 (greater than 500 mm) 
2. Grassland information: 
Agrostis/Festuca:  47.5 ha,  100% cover 
 Unfertilised grassland 






VI.2.5. Sheep information 
The model can predict the offtake by sheep, as well as the digestibility of the 
offtake. The model assumes that all sheep are ewes and produce one lamb each.  
In the context of this study, the offtake by sheep is not required, as it is the 
vegetation information that is needed. However, for the model to provide the 
vegetation digestibility values, a number of animals must be entered. In this case, 
the minimum value of 1 sheep on the hill per month was entered, with an average 
typical live weight of 48.9 kg.  
 
 
VI.3. Outputs data 
 
VI.3.1 Heather data  
For each heather vegetation type, the heather shoot biomass production (kg 
Dry Matter ha-1 ), the amount eaten by the whole flock (offtake) from the most recent 
year’s shoot biomass (kg Dry Matter ha-1) and the standing biomass of the most 
recent year’s shoot growth (kg Dry Matter ha-1  ) were given as totals for each 
month.  
 
VI.3.2 Grass data 
For each vegetation type, the biomass production, offtake of green biomass 
and offtake of dead biomass (kg Dry Matter ha-1) were given as totals for each 
month. Standing green biomass and standing dead biomass (kg Dry Matter ha-1) 
were given for the last day of each month. Festuca/Agrostis growing in mosaic within 
each of the other vegetation types was considered separately.  
 
VI.3.3. Sheep data 
Ewe numbers on the hill in each month of the year, as input to the model by 
the user, were listed. A range of information was provided for an individual ewe, in 
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relation to each of the vegetation type. They included in particular the digestibility 
of the diet, i.e. the proportion of the intake which can be digested.  
 
 
VI.4. Utilisation rate and vegetation production on the hill 
 
VI.4.1. Rationale 
Which HGMM output value should be used to calculate the amount of 
energy from the hill/hillpark/inbye? 
 
HGMM, in essence, looks at the impact of grazing on the vegetation. It requires 
therefore knowing how many animals are on a particular hill. HGMM predicts the 
utilisation rate of a vegetation type (i.e., the percentage of the annual production to 
date which has been removed by grazing). However, it is linked (but not linearly) to 
the number of animals grazing that particular vegetation. In the case of this PhD 
model, the question is reversed. The model tries to work out how many animals 
could be supported on that particular vegetation. On that premise, all the HGMM 
outputs relating to the number of animals cannot be used, since the number of 
grazing animals must be known in advance. Hence, the HGMM predictions of 
offtakes and utilisation rates are of no use.  
 
The HGMM model also estimates vegetation production (kgDM/ha) and the green 
and dead biomass (kgDM/ha). The green and dead biomass shows the build up of 
biomass on that particular area, and is much higher than the production variable. In 
the case of this PhD’s model, the “production” variable seems to be the most 
appropriate output to use, as, in essence, an animal cannot eat more than what is 
produced. However, on a hill, vegetation production differs from the amount of 
vegetation that can by physically ingested by the animal. Also, if an animal eats all 
the vegetation produced on month 1, then production of month 2 will be seriously 
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reduced or non-existent. So, should the amount of energy provided by the 
vegetation be calculated using only the production values predicted by the HGMM? 
 
On the inbye, the utilisation rate is near 100% (Holland, pers. comm.).To account for 
the issue of utilisation rate on the hill and hillpark, it was decided to use the 
production (kgDM/ha) value in the calculation of the energy available/produced on 
the hill/inbye/hillpark, but with the added constraint of a fixed maximum number 
of animals grazing on that particular area: 2700 ewes and 70 cows.  
 
By restricting the maximum number of animals on the farm during the year, the 
issue of utilisation rate of the vegetation can be circumvented. Using this approach, 
and assuming that 90% of the energy produced by the inbye vegetation can be used, 
only 24% of the total energy produced by the hill and hillpark vegetation is required 
to feed the maximum of the animals on that farm. This margin allows for the 
problem of overestimating the energy that is really available to the animals by using 
the production values.  
 
VI.4.2. Details of calculations 
The total amount of energy required by 2700 ewes and 70 cows is (from Appendix 
VII.): 
 Winter: 1.47*2700 + 16.67*70 = 5136 GJ 
 Spring: 1.53*2700  + 9.30*70 =  4782 GJ 
 Summer: 1.09 *2700 + 8.18*70 = 3516 GJ 
Total = 13434 GJ 
 
The total amount of energy supplied by the inbye vegetation, based on HGMM 
production values, is: 
Winter: 174 ha* 4.61 = 802 GJ 
 Spring: 232 ha *24.62 = 5712 GJ 
 Summer: 232 ha * 20.59 = 4777 GJ 
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Total = 11291 GJ 
This energy is available to the animals at 90% (90% utilisation rate) = 10162 GJ 
 
The total amount of energy supplied by the hill & hillpark vegetation, based on 
HGMM production values, is: 
 Winter: 389 ha*1.06 + 1482 ha*0.15 = 635 GJ 
 Spring: 486 ha*5.26 + 1482 ha* 3.29 = 7432 GJ 
 Summer: 486 ha * 5.59 + 1482 ha * 1.85 = 5458 GJ 
Total = 13525 GJ 
 
Out of the 13434 GJ required by the animals, 10162 GJ can be supported by the inbye 
(at 90%). The rest, (13434-10162 = 3272), is supported by the hillpark & hill, with an 
utilisation rate of: 















An animal has different energy requirements depending on its physiological 
stage - maintenance, gestational, lactating, growing. Different countries have 
different systems to calculate these requirements, based upon their husbandry 
systems or environments (e.g. SCA (1990) for Australia; Jarrige (1989) in France). In 
the UK, AFRC (1993) describes the Metabolisable Energy (ME) system, which is 
based upon the basic relationship between Metabolisable Energy (ME), intake from 
a feed or a diet, and the Net Energy (E) utilised or retained in the animal product, 
both expressed as MJ per day: 
 
  E = ME x k 
where k is the efficiency of utilisation of ME for the relevant 
metabolic process.  
 
In this study, the Net Energy is calculated for each physiological  stage considered 
(maintenance Em, Gestation Ep, Lactation El, Growth Eg). Full details of the 
calculations are given in the next paragraph. 
The total Metabolisable Energy for the ewe and the cow is an extension of the 
formula: ME=E/k 
 




The different efficiencies of utilisation of ME are defined by preferred linear 
equations involving qm, the ratio of ME to the gross energy (GE) of the feed or diet:  
qm = ME feed / GE 
A mean value of GE=18.8 MJ/kgDM is generally used for ruminant diet (AFRC, 
1993, p2).  
 
The Metabolisable Energy of the feed (ME feed) is given by the following equation:   
ME feed (MJ/kgDM) = OMD x 0.157 x 100 (AFRC, 1993, p43) 
 
  OMD is the Organic Matter Digestibility (g/kg of a diet or feed): 
OMD = (D-0.037)/0.94 (MAFF, 1975) 
with D = digestibility of the diet 
The digestibility of the diet D is provided by the HGMM model results, on a 
monthly basis, for the different vegetation types (or feed) in the three locations (hill, 
hillpark and inbye), as explained in Appendix VI.  
 
 
VII.2. Net Energy calculation for the animals 
 
VII.2.1. Net Energy for maintenance (Em) 
The equation (defined by AFRC, 1993) is as follow: 
 Em (MJ/d) = (F + A) 
where F is the fasting metabolism and A is the activity allowance. F and A vary 
according to the type of animals. 
 Hill sheep (over 1 year old): 
F=C1 x [0.23 x (weight/1.08) 0.75)] 
C1=1.15 for ram, 1.0 for female and castrates; A = 0.024 x weight 
 Cattle: 
F = C1 x [0.53 x (weight/1.08)0.67] 
C1 = 1.15 for bulls, 1.0 for other cattle, A = 0.0071 x weight 
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VII.2.2. Net Energy for pregnancy (Ep) 
 
VII.2.2.1. Ewe 
Ep (MJ/d) = 0.25 x Wo x [e(3.322-4.979 x [exp(-0.00643 x t)]) x 0.07372 x e(-0.00643 x t)] 
where Wo = total lamb weight at birth (in kg) 
t = number of days since conception 
VII.2.2.1. Cow 
Ep (MJ/d) = 0.025 x Wc x [e(151.665-151.64 x [exp(-0.0000546 x t)]) x 0.0201 x e(-0.0000576 x t)]  
where Wc = calf birthweight (in kg) 
t = number of days since conception 
 
VII.2.3. Net Energy for lactation (El) 
 
El (MJ/d) = Milk Yield (kg/d) x Energy Value per litre of milk 
 
VII.2.3.1. Ewe 
The Energy Value for milk ewe is 4.5 MJ/kg for Months 1-2 to 4.7 MJ/kg for 
Months 3-4. The milk yield depends on number of lambs and the month of lactation. 
For a hill lamb (AFRC, 1993, p97), the values are as follows: 
Litter size  Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 
1   1.25  1.05  0.70 
2   1.90  1.60  1.10 
 
VII.2.3.2. Cow 
Energy value in cow milk (MJ/kg) = 0.0406 x BF + 1.509 
where BF = butterfat content (g/kg) = 38 
Milk Yield (kg/d) = 8.0 x n0.121x e(-0.0048 x n)  (Somerville et al. 1983) 





VII.2.4. Net Energy for growth (Eg) 
 
Eg (MJ/d) = ΔW x EVg 
 
VII.2.4.1. Sheep 
Growing sheep (lamb) (AFRC, 1993, p28) 
EVg = 2.5 + 0.35xW 
 where W is the liveweight (kg) 
Ewe (AFRC, 1993, p32) 
If ΔW > 0, EVg = 23.85 MJ/kg 
If ΔW < 0, EVg = 23.85 x 0.84 = 20.03 MJ/kg 
VII.2.4.2. Cow 
Growing cattle (calf) (AFRC, 1993, p27) 
EVg = C2 x [4.1 + 0.0332 x W – 0.000009 x W2]/ (1-0.1475 x ΔW) 
where W is the liveweight (kg),  
C2 = correction factor for mature body size and sex of the  
animal, C2 = 0.85 (assumed late castrates; AFRC, 1993, p28) 
Cow (AFRC, 1993, p31) 
If ΔW > 0, EVg = 19 MJ/kg 
If ΔW < 0, EVg = 19 x 0.84 = 15.96 MJ/kg 
 
 
VII.3. Metabolisable Energy calculations for the animals 
 
VII.3.1. Efficiencies of utilisation of ME 
VII.3.1.1. Maintenance 
km = 0.35 x qm +0.503 = 0.019 x ME feed + 0.503 
 
VII.3.1.2. Lactation 




Growing ruminant  
kf = 0.78 x qm + 0.006 = 0.041 x ME feed + 0.006 
Lactating ruminant  
kg = 0.95 x kl 
 
VII.3.2. Animal Monthly calculations 
VII.3.2.1.Ewe 
For the hill ewe, the following assumptions were made:  
Maintenance: all year round 
Pregnancy: Dec-Jan-Feb-Mar-Apr 
Lactation: May-Jun-Jul-Aug 
Growth: all year round 
Kirkton historic data were used (from a 2500 ewe flock) for data on weight change, 
ewe body weight and lamb birth weight. 
Weight change: 
Dec-Jan-Feb: -1.3 kg 
Mar-Apr-May-Jun-Jul-Aug: 0.55 kg 
Sep-Oct-Nov: 0.23 kg 
Average ewe body weight (kg) = 45.82 kg 
Single lamb weight = 4.1 kg 
Twins lamb weight (combined) = 7.92 kg 
 
VII.3.2.2. Cow 
For the cattle, the following assumptions were made: 
Maintenance: all year round 
Pregnancy: Jun-Jul-Aug-Sep-Oct-Nov-Dec-Jan-Feb-Mar 
Lactation: Mar-Apr-May-Jun-Jul-Aug-Sep-Oct-Nov 
Growth: all year round 
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Data on weight change were taken from Petit et al., (1994) and from SAC upland 
farm near Edinburgh (for summer grazing).  
Weight change:  
Jan-Feb-Mar-Apr: -0.06 kg/d 
May-Jun: 0.29 kg/d 
Jul: 0.63 kg 
Aug: -0.59 kg 
Sep: 0.25 kg 
Oct-Nov-Dec: 0.29 kg 
Cow body weight (kg) = 550 kg 
Calf body weight: (cow bodyweight0.73-28.89)/2.064 = 30.5 kg 
 
VII. 3.3. Total ME requirements 
In this study, the ME requirements for each animal type (ewe, lamb, cow and calf), 
on the three types of diet available (hill, hillpark and inbye) were calculated on a 
monthly basis, by multiplying the equations’ results by 30.  
 
VII.4. Calculation of the total Metabolisable Energy provided by the diet 
 
The HGMM model provides the digestibility of the diet (or vegetation) and 
the vegetation production per ha.  
From these values, the monthly ME provided from the total digestible production 
can be calculated for the whole area of hill, hillpark or inbye.  
It is therefore possible to obtain the ME provided by the diet in GJ/ha/month. 
 
The table below shows the monthly values of the ME provided by the total 
digestible production for the three vegetation types (or diet).  
  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Hill 0.009 0.011 0.026 0.072 0.968 2.254 1.507 0.241 0.106 0.063 0.030 0.015 
Hillpark 0.063 0.074 0.186 0.433 2.081 2.744 3.445 1.481 0.668 0.407 0.218 0.109 








VIII.1. Schematic representation of the basic structure of the LP 
 
 
VIII.2. List of LP activities 
VIII.2.1. Forage 
 Energy provided by the vegetation on the Hill (winter, spring, summer) 
 Energy provided by the vegetation on the Hillpark (winter, spring, 
summer) 




 Make silage (for winter feeds, for spring feeds) 
 Sell silage (winter, spring) 
 Purchase concentrates (winter, spring, as a supplement to forage)  
 Purchase hay (winter, spring) 
 




i. maintain the ewe (winter, spring, summer) 
ii. sell store lambs in summer 
iii. sell fat lambs in summer, in winter 
iv. keep replacement ewes (in summer) 
v. buy replacement ewes (in summer) 
vi. sell replacement ewes (in winter) 
vii. sell draft ewes (in summer) 
viii. sell wool (in summer) 
 Cattle : 
i. Maintain the cow (winter, spring, summer) 
ii. Sell store calf (male and female) in summer 
iii. Sell fat calf (male and female) in winter 
iv. Purchase replacement heifer (in summer) 
v. Sell old cow (cull) in summer 
 
VIII.2.4. Deer  
a. maintain deer on hill 
 
VIII.2.5. Labour 
a. Hire casual labour (winter, spring, summer) 
b. Hire permanent labour 
c. Pay overtime to the hired permanent labour 
 
VIII.2.6. Forestry (native/commercial woodland) 
a. Plant trees on hill 
b. Plant trees on hillpark 
c. Plant trees on inbye 
 
VIII.2.7. LFASS (calculate the amount of land eligible for Less Favoured Area 
Support Scheme payment) 
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VIII.3. List of variables and coefficients 
 LAND value unit notes 
inbye land 232 ha  
hill park area 486 ha  
hill area 1482 ha   
inbye winter energy from 1 ha 4.61 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
inbye spring energy from 1 ha 24.62 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
inbye summer energy from 1 ha 20.59 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
hillpark winter energy from 1 ha 1.06 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
hillpark spring energy from 1 ha 5.26 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
hillpark summer energy from 1 ha 5.59 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
hill winter energy from 1 ha 0.15 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
hill spring energy from 1 ha 3.29 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
hill summer energy from 1 ha 1.85 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
trashing effect on inbye during winter 25 % estimated 
trashing effect on hillpark during winter 20 % estimated 
min inbye area kept for grazing in summer 25 % estimated 
FEEDS value unit notes 
yield silage 20 tonne/ha  SAC FMH , 2010 (p110) 
energy content from 1 tonne of silage 3.15 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
energy content from 1 tonne of hay  6.89 GJ from HGMM model  (Appendix VI) 
energy content from 1 tonne of conc winter 
(e+c) 11.00 GJ 
averaged from SAC FMH (2010) p134 & 
p110 
energy from 1 tonne of concentrates spring 
(e+c) 11.00 GJ 
averaged from SAC FMH (2010) p134 & 
p110 
amount of conc required with silage (as % 
silage) 7.4 % 
from rations in SAC FMH (2010) 
 
amount of conc required with hay (as % hay) 41.0 % 
from rations in SAC FMH (2010) 
 
ANIMAL PERFORMANCE value unit notes 
EWE      
ewe energy required in winter 1.43 GJ/ewe 
over 6 months (Oct-Mar) - from AFRC 
equations (Appendix VII) 
ewe energy required in spring 1.46 GJ/ewe 
over 3 months (Apr-Jun) from AFRC 
equations (Appendix VII) 
ewe energy required in summer 1.06 GJ/ewe 
over 3 months (July-Sep)  from AFRC 
equations (Appendix VII) 
lamb energy required in summer (fattening) 0.23 GJ/lamb 
1 month (S)  from AFRC equations 
(Appendix VII) 
lamb energy required in winter (fattening) 0.97 GJ/lamb 
3  months (O,N, D) - from AFRC equations 
(Appendix VII) 
ewe lamb energy required in winter (hogg 
fatten) 2.03 GJ/lamb 
5 months (N,D,J,F,M) - from AFRC 
equations (Appendix VII) 
ewe survival rate 0.92 ratio 
from SAC FMH (2010) and from Morgan-
Davies et al., 2008 
lambing rate (at scanning) 1.22 ratio SAC Kirkton data  
% barren ewes 11 % SAC Kirkton data  
% twins ewes 33 % SAC Kirkton data  
lamb mortality 0.13 ratio 
from SAC FMH (2010) and from Morgan-
Davies et al., 2008 
hogg survival rate 0.97 ratio from SAC FMH (2010) p137 
number of ewe crops 4   from SAC FMH (2010) 
proportion female lamb kept for replacement 0.28 ratio Calculated1  
max number of ewes 2700   See Appendix VI. 
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COW      
cow energy required in winter 16.67 GJ/cow over 6 months (Nov - Apr) from AFRC 
equations (Appendix VII) 
cow energy required in spring 9.30 GJ/cow over 3 months (May -Jul) from AFRC 
equations (Appendix VII) 
cow energy required in summer 8.18 GJ/cow over 3 months (Aug-Oct) from AFRC 
equations (Appendix VII) 
calf energy required in winter (fattening) 7.11 GJ/calf over 3 months (Nov-Jan)  from AFRC 
equations (Appendix VII) 
cow survival rate 0.99 ratio from SAC FMH (2010) p 110 
calving percentage 0.94 ratio from SAC FMH (2010) p 110 
calf mortality 0.045 ratio from SAC FMH (2010) p 110 
herd life of cows 7 years from SAC FMH (2010) p 110 
max number of cows 70   See Appendix VI. 
DEER      
max deer density on hill 0.20 deer/ha from Smart et al. (2008) and Kirkton data 
MARKET value unit notes 
LAND & FEED    
cost of fertiliser 248 £/tonne from Kirkton data 
cost of lime 35.6 £/tonne from Kirkton data 
cost of fertiliser + lime on inbye 64.9 £/ha From Kirkton data  
cost of fert + lime on inbye (minus silage 
costs) 15.7 £/ha From Kirkton data  
cost of fertiliser on hillpark 0 £/ha no fertiliser on hillpark  
cost of fertiliser on hill  0 £/ha no fertiliser on hill 
cost of conserving silage (incl ferti+lime costs) 563.1 £/ha From Kirkton data  
cost of conserving silage 23.5 £/tonne From Kirkton data 
cost of conserving silage 445.0 £/ha From Kirkton data 
cost of purchasing silage 30 £/tonne SAC FMH (2010) p 77  
cost of purchasing hay 90 £/tonne SAC FMH (2010) p 137  
cost of winter concentrates (ewes + cows) 196.5 £/tonne From Kirkton data 
EWE    
cost of growing ewe 11.34 £/ewe SAC FMH (2010) p137.  
sheep veterinary & medicines 4.43 £/ewe SAC FMH (2010) p137 - variable costs 
sheep dips, commission, levies, haulage, 
shearing, scanning & tags  3.95 £/ewe SAC FMH (2010) p137- variable costs 
sheep scanning 0.65 £/ewe SAC FMH (2010) p134- variable costs 
ram replacement 4 £/ewe SAC FMH (2010) p137 
cost of growing ewe in winter 4.65 £/ewe Includes ram costs (£4) and scanning 
(£0.65, SAC FMH (2010) p134). 
cost of growing ewe in spring 4.43 £/ewe Incl  vet, medicine, dips 
cost of growing ewe in summer 2.26 
£/ewe 
incl commission, levies, haulage, shearing, 
tags 
amount of wool 1.6 kg/ewe Kirkton data 
value of wool 0.65 £/kg SAC FMH (2010) p 137 
price of fat lamb 62.35 £/hd Incl extra dosing + straw (£1.95 +£2.7).  
price of store lamb 39 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p137 
price of store lamb sold later (1 month?) 53.05 £/hd Incl. extra dosing (£1.95 ).  
costs of ewe replacement (incl wintering) ie 
hoggs 
18 £/hd 
SAC FMH (2010) p137 
price of selling replacement ewe lamb  65 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p139(ewe lamb 
production) 
price of a gimmer 95 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p143  




price of draft ewe  42 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p137 
COW    
cost of growing cow 145 £/cow SAC FMH (2010) p111 
cow vet & med 20 £/cow SAC FMH (2010) p111 
cow: haulage, commission & tags 31 £/cow SAC FMH (2010) p111 
cow: straw bedding 26 £/cow SAC FMH (2010) p111 
bull replacement 18 £/cow SAC FMH (2010) p111 
replacement cow 50 £/cow SAC FMH (2010) p111 
cost of growing cow in winter 127 £/cow incl haulage, commission, tags vet & med, 
repl. 
cost of growing cow in spring 18 £/cow incl replacement bull (mating in June) 
cost of growing cow in summer 0 £/cow no variable costs for that period 
price of store calf (male)  437.5 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p111 
price of store calf (female)  374 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p111 
price of fat calf (male)  612.5 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p111 
price of fat calf (female)  544 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p111 
SBCS 49.18 £/hd SAC FMH (2010) p 107 (added to calf price 
in the LP) 
price of cull cow 700 £/cow SAC FMH (2010) p111 
cost of purchasing heifer 1000 £/heifer SAC FMH (2010) p111 (heifer in calf) 
FORESTRY    
native woodland hill annualised income  109.8 £/ha from NPV calc - reduced by 10% for hill 
native woodland hillpark annualised income  122  £/ha from NPV calc. 
native woodland inbye annualised income  215 £/ha from NPV calc. 
com woodland hill annualised income  -7.7 £/ha from NPV calc - reduced by 10% for hill 
com woodland hillpark annualised income  -7  £/ha from NPV calc. 
com woodland inbye annualised income  86 £/ha from NPV calc. 
native woodland max benefits after 16 yrs 3503 £/ha from NPV calc. 
com woodland max benefits after 16 yrs 2356 £/ha from NPV calc. 
DEER    
cost of maintaining deer (labour costs) 6.48 £/deer from Smart et al. (2008) 
income from deer 18.53 £/deer from Smart et al. (2008) 
LABOUR value unit notes 
contractor cost 12 £/hour from SAC FMH (2009) 
contractor cost (spring - lambing) 15  £/hour Kirkton data ( & Ron Wilson, pers com) 
shepherd wages 25000 £/yr from SAC FMH (2009) 
overtime rate 14 £/hour Calculated2 
number of existing farm employees 0 men from Kirkton baseline data - can vary 
limit on additional employees 3   Fixed 
limit on casual in spring 5 men  Fixed 
number of hours per year per FTE 1900 hours SLR (Scottish Government, 2011a) 
number of hours per FTE permanent in 
winter 720 hours Calculated 3 
number of hours per FTE permanent in spring 590 hours Calculated 4  
number of hours per FTE permanent in 
summer 
590 hours Calculated 4 
SLR beef cows 12 
hour/hd
/yr 
SLR (Scottish Government, 2011a) 
SLR other cattle 9 
hour/hd
/yr 
SLR (Scottish Government, 2011a) 
SLR calf kept for fattening  9 
hour/hd
/yr assumed 9 hrs, as 9 hrs is for other cattle. 
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LABOUR NOT INCLUDING FEEDING: value unit notes 





Kirkton data - 0.0022 pre-tup, 0.07 tupping 





Kirkton data-  0.03 for scanning 





Kirkton data – 0.008 for gathering 
(scanning+ pre-tupping) 




/yr  Kirkton data 




/yr  Kirkton data 





 Kirkton data - 0.78+0.8 lambing, + 0.03 
marking + 0.004 gathering for marking 





 Kirkton data: 0.02 for weaning + 0.03 for 
dipping 




/yr  Kirkton data 




 Kirkton data, 0.01 for shearing, +0.004 for 
gathering (x2) 




 Kirkton data: 0.03 for marking + 0.02 for 
weaning 




/yr  Kirkton data: 2 gathering (0.004*2) 





 Kirkton data: 0.03 marking + 0.02 weaning 
+ more feeding 




/yr  Kirkton data: 2 gathering (0.004*2) 





 Kirkton data - 0.06 for taking hoggs out at 
marking, 0.05 for dipping 





 Kirkton data, 0.01 for shearing, + 1 
gathering 0.004 
number of hours for lambs/hoggs sold in 
winter (permanent only) 
0.02 
hour/hd
/yr  Kirkton data, haulage of hoggs = 0.02 hr 





based on SLR (12 hours/hd/yr) 5  
sales + calving (2hrs + 2hrs) 





based on SLR (12 hours/hd/yr) 5.  
weaning + checking (2 hrs + 1 hr) 
number of hours for cows in spring (perm) 2 
hour/hd
/yr spring = only mating 
6  
number of hours for cows in summer (perm) 1 
hour/hd
/yr summer: only checking 
6  





Kirkton data - loading ewes = 0.01 hr/ewe 
Assumed same time for cast cows. 
SLR other cattle minus feeding labour (perm) 6.75 
hour/hd
/yr 
Assumed 4 major operations in 9 SLR  
minus feeding (3/4*9) 
SLR growing beef calf (perm) 
2 hour/hd
/yr from SAC FMH (2010) p216    
annual number of hours per deer 0.0005 hours/ 
deer/yr 
Smart et al. 2008: 1 deer needs 0.00054 
stalker 
but shooting season is sept/oct 
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LABOUR RELATED TO FEEDING value unit notes 






SLR hill in winter (permanent labour) 0.0029 
hour/ha/
for 6 m 
winter 
period 
used Kirkton data, 0.0029/ewe - latest 
figures 




for 6 m 
winter 
period 
Kirkton data, 0.000499/ewe - latest figures 
Meall 
SLR inbye winter (nearer steading) 0.0043 
hour/ha/
for 6 m 
winter 
period 
Kirkton data,  used 0.0043/ewe - latest 
figures Horsepark 
SLR inbye spring (nearer steading) 0.0040 
hour/ha/
for 3 m 
spring 
period 
Kirkton data  - once a week (4 days total) – 
 0.7 hour/day (2 round trips of 20 min 
each) 
SLR hillpark spring (bloc) 0.0027 
hour/ha/
for 3 m 
spring 
period 
Kirkton data - 1 month feeding  once a 
week 
(4 days total) - 1 hour/day (1 round trip) 
SLR hill spring (bloc) 0.0009 
hour/ha/
for 3 m 
spring 
period 
Kirkton data - 1 month feeding once a 
week  
(4 days total) - 1 hour/day (1 round trip) 
SLR for feeding 1 tonne of silage 0.5000 
hour/ 
tonne from Kirkton7  
SLR for feeding 1 tonne of hay 0.5000 
hour/ 
tonne from Kirkton7 
SLR for feeding 1 tonne of concentrates 





1 if number of ewe crops = n, then replacement rate = 1/[hogg survival rate+ ewe survival rate + …+ 
(ewe survival rate)n-1] 
2 overtime rate = [full annual wages (£25000)/yearly SLR (1900 hrs) + 1] 
3 number of hours per FTE in winter (based on 4 hrs/day due to light) = 4 hours x 30 days x 6 months 
= 720 hours 
4 in spring/summer, number of hours per FTE equal (1900 – 720) = 1180 hours; over two periods of 3 
months = 1180/2=590 hours per period 
5 calculation of SLR for cow per month/per period: assumed 6 major operations in 1 year (sales, 
weaning, calving, mating, winter feeding, checking). Each major operation occurs once in 1 year, 
except checking, which is during the year. To simplify, each operation has been assumed to be 2 hours 
(12/6) per year. For the checking operation, this equates to 0.17 hour per month (2/12). In winter (6 
months), the operations are: sales, weaning, calving, winter feeding and checking = 2+2+2+2+(0.17*6) 
= 9 hours.  
6 In spring, the cow operations should be mating and checking (2+(0.17*3)=2.5 hours). However, due 
to the busy workload at this time of year, it was assumed that no checking would take place in spring. 
The SLR for that period is therefore only 2 hours. Conversely, the SLR for cows in summer has been 
increased to 1 hour (instead of 0.5 hours (0.17*3)). 
7 2 bales of silage/hay (~1 tonne) spiked by tractor, put on trailer and taken to field/shed 
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8 2.5 min to empty 25 kg bag of pellets -> 10 min per 100 kg -> 100 min (1.7 hr) for 1 tonne/ take conc 
on bike (4 bags per trip - 100 kg per trip) then 20min round trips on average - total=200 min on bike . 




VIII.4. Calculation of SFP/LFASS 
 
VIII.4.1. Single Farm Payment 
The amount of Single Farm Payment is based on historic payments for the 
reference period (2000-2002). All subsidies are based on prices from SAC Farm 
Management Handbook for 2002/2003. 
For the sheep, this includes the Sheep Annual Premium (£12.62) and the LFA 
supplement (£4.21): 
2689 breeding ewes @ £12.62 + 2689 breeding ewes @ £4.21 = £45,256 
748 hoggs @ £12.62 + 728 hoggs @ £4.21 = £12,597 
For the cattle, this includes the Suckler Cow Premium (£120.17) and the 
Extensification Premium (£48.07): 
66 cow @£120.17 + 66 cows @£48.07 = £11,104. 
The total SFP for Kirkton is = £45,256 + £12,597 + £11,104 = £68,957. 
 
Note: the extensification premium requires a maximum stocking density of 1.4 LU 
per hectare. The LU for Kirkton are: 2689*0.15 + 748*0.15 + 66 (cows) + 57 *0.6 
(calves) = 403+112+66+34 = 616 LU. The forage area is 2200 ha. The stocking density 
is: 616/2200 = 0.28, which is inferior to 1.4 LU. 
 
VIII.4.2. The Less Favoured Area Support Scheme (LFASS) payment 
It is linked to the LP results. The LP provides the number of hectares not used by 
forestry (therefore eligible for LFASS payment) and the number of animals on the 
farm. One sheep is the equivalent of 0.15 livestock unit (LU), whilst one cow is 
equivalent to 1 LU. The following calculations are based on the LFASS rules 2007-
2009 (Scottish Government, 2007): 
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 Grazing category: Kirkton is in the fixed Grazing Category A, which gives 
each real hectare of the farm an adjusted value of 0.167 ha. 
 If the farm has a mixed stocking regime, it receives an hectare uplift of 1.35 if 
at least 10% but less than 50% of the LU are cattle, and of 1.7 if 50% or more 
of the LU are cattle. 
 There are minimum and maximum stocking density restrictions (0.12 LU/ha 
and 1.4 LU/ha respectively) for each eligible hectare. 
 The final LFASS payment is also based on the parish area where the farm 
lies, with fragility markers in place for more remote areas. Kirkton lies in the 
parish of Killin, which is a standard area. Given the grazing category and the 
parish, the final payment rate is £37.80/adjusted hectare. 
 
 
VIII.5. Calculation of the Net Present Values for Forestry 
 
To calculate the Net Present Value of forestry, costs and benefits for each 
year are required, to calculate a net cash flow. A discounted cash flow is then 
calculated, by multiplying the net cash flow for each year by an appropriate 
discount factor, based on an interest rate of 7.6% in this case (average between 
Nationwide Building Society and Clydesdale Bank, October 2011).  
 
The formula to calculate the discount factor is: 
1/[1+(7.6/100)]n   
where n is the year under  consideration (SAC FMH (2010), p289) 
 
The sum of the discounted cash flows is the Net Present Value for the whole time 
period and when this is divided by the number of years then this results in a single 
annualised value which is a reasonable approximation of average net benefits and 
which can subsequently be used in annual budgets, and more importantly in this 
case provides a value for the optimisation process. 
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For the first 5 years of forestry, the benefits encompass the initial planting grants 
(year 1), the maintenance grant (years 1 to 5), the fencing payment (year 1) and the 
Farmland Premium (years 1 to 5). 
For the subsequent 10 years (year 6 to 15), the benefits encompass the Farmland 
Premium (years 6 to 15). 
From year 16 there are no more support benefits and since thinnings and final 
harvesting are much further into the future, then it was deemed appropriate to base 
the annualised values on this first 16 year period.  
 
The total costs for the first year are the planting costs (mounding and ground 
preparation, drainage, vole guard, weed control, laying out trees), the tree costs 
(£/tree), labour costs (planting, fertilising, management and supervision), fencing 
costs and maintenance costs (tree monitoring and deer monitoring and control). The 
second year only encompasses yearly maintenance costs (tree monitoring, deer 
monitoring and control, deer fence (0.25% of fencing costs)). In year 3, the beating 
up costs (10% of initial costs) need to be added to these yearly maintenance costs. 
For year 4 onwards, only the yearly maintenance costs are taken into account.  
 
VIII.5.1. Native Woodland 
Below is the NPV after 16 years for the native woodland (based on density = 
1600 tree/ha with 25% open spaces => 1200 tree/ha). 
 
Costs=       Benefits= 
Planting costs = £546/ha    initial grant = £2241.60/ha 
Tree costs = £348/ha     maintenance grant = £218/ha 
Labour costs = £540/ha    fencing payment = £172/ha 
Fencing costs (8 gates, 10 km fence)= £250/ha Farmland premium: 
Maintenance costs = £2/ha     hill = £60/ha 
Deer fence maintenance costs = £0.625/ha   inbye = £230/ha 
Beating up costs = £143/ha 
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VIII.5.1.1. Net Present Value, without the Farmland premium 
Native Woodland HILL & INBYE (based on / ha)  
Years costs benefits net cash flow discounted cash flow discount factor 
1 1686 2631 945 878.18 0.9294 
2 2.63 218 215 186.02 0.8637 
3 146.03 218 72 57.77 0.8027 
4 2.63 218 215 160.67 0.7460 
5 2.63 218 215 149.32 0.6933 
6 2.63 0 -3 -1.69 0.6444 
7 2.63 0 -3 -1.57 0.5988 
8 2.63 0 -3 -1.46 0.5565 
9 2.63 0 -3 -1.36 0.5172 
10 2.63 0 -3 -1.26 0.4807 
11 2.63 0 -3 -1.17 0.4468 
12 2.63 0 -3 -1.09 0.4152 
13 2.63 0 -3 -1.01 0.3859 
14 2.63 0 -3 -0.94 0.3586 
15 2.63 0 -3 -0.88 0.3333 
16 2.63 0 -3 -0.813 0.3097 
total after 16 years 1869 3503 1634 1419   
per year (/16) 117 219 102 89  
NPV after 16 years is £89/ha; £3503/ha is the total amount of grant given after 16 
years. 
VIII.5.1.2. Net Present Value, with only the Farmland premium 























1 0 60 60 55.76 0.9294 0 230 230 213.75 0.9294 
2 0.00 60 60 51.82 0.8637 0.00 230 230 198.66 0.8637 
3 0.00 60 60 48.16 0.8027 0.00 230 230 184.63 0.8027 
4 0.00 60 60 44.76 0.7460 0.00 230 230 171.58 0.7460 
5 0.00 60 60 41.60 0.6933 0.00 230 230 159.47 0.6933 
6 0.00 60 60 38.66 0.6444 0.00 230 230 148.20 0.6444 
7 0.00 60 60 35.93 0.5988 0.00 230 230 137.73 0.5988 
8 0.00 60 60 33.39 0.5565 0.00 230 230 128.01 0.5565 
9 0.00 60 60 31.03 0.5172 0.00 230 230 118.96 0.5172 
10 0.00 60 60 28.84 0.4807 0.00 230 230 110.56 0.4807 
11 0.00 60 60 26.81 0.4468 0.00 230 230 102.75 0.4468 
12 0.00 60 60 24.91 0.4152 0.00 230 230 95.49 0.4152 
13 0.00 60 60 23.15 0.3859 0.00 230 230 88.75 0.3859 
14 0.00 60 60 21.52 0.3586 0.00 230 230 82.48 0.3586 
15 0.00 60 60 20.00 0.3333 0.00 230 230 76.66 0.3333 
16 0.00 0 0 0.000 0.3097 0.00 0 0 0.000 0.3097 
total 
after 16 
years 0 900 900 526  0 3450 3450 2018  
per year 
(/16) 0 56 56 33  0 216 216 126   
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NPV for native woodland on the hill after 16 years is £33/ha, and £126/ha for the 
inbye. 
The total NPV is: £122/ha for native woodland on the hill and £215/ha for the inbye. 
 
 
VIII.5.2. Conifer Woodland 
 
For conifer woodland, the approach is similar. The woodland grant is: 
£1379.10/ha, the maintenance grant is £161/ha. The farmland premium is the same 
(£60/ha for the hill, £230/ha for inbye). Costs are based on a density of 2180 tree/ha 
(85% @ 2500, 3% @ 1100, 2% @1100, 10% open spaces).  
The NPV after 16 years, when considering only the woodland grant, is -£40/ha. The 
total amount of grant received after 16 years is £2356/ha. 
The total NPV for conifer woodland are: -£7/ha for the hill and £86/ha for the inbye. 
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Details of LP framework (continued) 
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VIII.7. Details of technical coefficients (other than 1 and direct variables) 
 
VIII.7.1. Forage: 
 Provide energy from the inbye in winter vs. Maximum area for grazing the 
inbye in winter = 1.3 = 1/[1-(trashing effect on inbye in winter/100)] 
 Provide energy from the hillpark in winter vs. Maximum area for grazing 
the hillpark in winter = 1.25 = 1/[1-(trashing effect on hillpark in winter/100)] 
 
VIII.7.2. Feeds: 
 Make silage vs. Maximum area for grazing the inbye in summer = 0.75 = 1-
(minimum inbye area kept for summer grazing/100). Some of the hectares 
used by the silage making are always kept for grazing. 
 Make silage vs. energy content = silage yield x energy content in 1 tonne of 
silage 
 Make silage vs. labour available in summer = [hrs/ha to conserve the silage + 
SLR for feeding 1 tonne of silage] x silage yield. 
 Sell silage vs. Maximum area for grazing the inbye in summer = 0.75 = 1-
(minimum inbye area kept for summer grazing/100). Some of the hectares 
used by the silage making are always kept for grazing. 
 Sell silage vs. energy content = silage yield x energy content in 1 tonne of 
silage 
 Sell silage vs. labour available in summer = [hrs/ha to conserve the silage] x 
silage yield. 
 Supplementation for sheep/cow (ration) vs. silage (warehouse) = [1- % of 
concentrates required with silage] 
 Supplementation for sheep/cow (ration) vs. concentrates = [1- above]] 
 
VIII.7.3. Livestock winter activities: 
 Maintain ewe unit in winter vs. labour available in winter =  (number of 
hours for ewes in winter) 
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 Sell fat lambs in winter vs. supply lambs for sale = [1/(1-lamb 
mortality)]+[0.01 (additional mortality from weaning to selling)] 
 Sell fat lambs in winter vs. labour available in summer =  (number of hours 
for fat lambs in summer) 
 Maintain cow unit in winter vs. labour available in winter =  (number of 
hours for cows in winter) 
 Sell fat calf (male & female) later vs. supply store calf (female & male) for 
sale = [1/(1-calf mortality)]+[0.01 (additional mortality from weaning to 
selling)] 
 Sell fat calf (male & female) later vs. labour available in winter;  
o store calf is sold at 7 months, which costs 4 hrs of SLR. A fat calf costs 
9 hrs of SLR, and is sold at 10 months. Store calf is sold 1 month 
within winter period, whilst the fat calf is kept for 3 months longer.  
o Per period, the store calf requires [4 hrs/7 months] x 3 months for 
summer and spring, and [4 hrs/7 months] x 1 month for winter. The 
fat calf requires similar hours for summer and spring, but needs an 
additional time in winter (corresponding to the 3 months) = [(9 hrs 
SLR – 4 hrs SLR)/10 months] x 3 months. 
o Technical coefficient is therefore: [SLR beef calf/7] + [(SLR fattening – 
SLR beef calf)/ 10] x 3. 
 Sell fat calf (male & female) later vs. labour available in spring and summer = 
[(SLR beef calf/7) x 3] (see above explanation) 
 
VIII.7.4. Livestock spring activities: 
 Maintain ewe unit in spring vs. labour available in spring =  (number of 
hours for ewes in spring) 
 
VIII.7.5. Livestock summer activities: 
 Maintain ewe unit in summer vs. supply lambs for sale = (ewe survival rate x 
lambing rate) – replacement rate 
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 Maintain ewe unit in summer vs. supply draft ewes =  
[ewe survival rate(n-1)]/[hogg survival rate + ewe survival rate + ewe 
survival rate2 + …+ ewe survival rate(n-1)], with n=number of ewe 
crops 
 Maintain ewe unit in summer vs. labour available in summer =  (number of 
hours for ewes in summer) 
 Sell fat lamb on grass vs. supply lamb for sale = 1/(1-lamb mortality) 
 Sell fat lamb on grass vs. labour available in summer =  (number of hours 
for lambs in summer) 
 Sell store lamb vs. supply lamb for sale = 1/(1-lamb mortality) 
 Sell store lamb vs. labour available in summer =  (number of hours for 
lambs in summer) 
 Keep replacement ewe lamb vs. labour available in summer =  (number of 
hours for hoggs in summer) 
 Maintain cow unit in summer vs. supply male (or female) store calf for sale = 
cow survival rate x calving percentage/2 
 Maintain cow unit in summer vs. supply cull cow = 1/(herd life of cows) 
 Sell (female & male) store calf vs. supply (male & female) store calf for sale = 
1/(1-calf mortality) 
 Sell (female & male) store calf vs. labour available in winter (see 
explanations in sell fat calf later section above) = [(SLR beef calf/7)] 
 Sell (female & male) store calf vs. labour available in summer and spring (see 
explanations in sell fat calf later section above) = [(SLR beef calf/7) x 3] 




 Maintain deer for shooting vs. max are hill winter (spring/summer) = 1/max 





 Hire casual labour in winter vs. labour available in winter = 1 -0.1 -0.1. This 
reduction of coefficient for the casual labour is to represent the fact that 
casual labour does not necessarily know the farm as well as the permanent 
labour and might waste time (hence the -0.1). Also, in winter, the casual 
labour is not specialist labour (only feeding or other non-specialist 
husbandry work), hence the other reduction (-0.1).  
 Hire casual labour in spring vs. labour available in spring = 1-0.1. This 
reduction of coefficient for the casual labour is to represent the fact that 
casual labour does not necessarily know the farm as well as the permanent 
labour and might waste time (hence the -0.1) 
 Hire casual labour in summer vs. labour available = 1-0.1-0.1 (same as hire 
casual labour in winter).  
 Hire another permanent labour vs. supply overtime for spring = 20% more 
than normal hours = 0.2 x 590 hours = 118 hours. 
 
Final note: the “Woods total area planted” contribution is not a straightforward 
multiplication, it is as follow: [ area native woodland planted x native woodland 
maximum benefits after 16 years] + [ area commercial woodland planted x 
commercial woodland maximum benefits after 16 years]. The obtained value is not 
included in the objective function calculation, but is included in the constraints of 





VIII.8. Summary of the Farm Business Income calculations 
 
(in relation to the LP maximisation and the subsequent additions) 
 How is it 
determined? Farm Business Income  




=Net Output = Gross 
Output 
= Sheep output 
+ Cattle output 
+ Forage output 







= Ewe replacement costs 
+ Cow replacement costs 
+ Ram replacement costs 
 
+ Bull replacement costs 
LP activities 
LP activities 
Included in LP 
ewe variable costs 
Included in LP 






= Silage costs 
+ Hay costs 







+ Cow  
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=Veterinary, bedding, 
haulage, market costs, 
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= Veterinary,  bedding, 
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VIII.9. Projected oil and gas price ranges (for scenario HF&E)  
 
This figure is adapted from Woods et al. (2010) and shows the different 
projected oil and gas price ranges (in US$ per GJ) to 2030. For this study, two points 
on this graph are considered: 2008 and 2016. The 51% is the average of the 









Additional results from the optimisation model 
 
IX.I. Comparison between the model parameterisation results and 
QMS/Scottish Government FAS data.  
IX.I.1. QMS(2011) figures 
QMS LFA hill suckler herds 
£/cow
bottom average top third
calf output £445.06 £508.46 £582.68
subsidies £39.66 £42.21 £45.81
replacement costs £37.47 £40.60 £40.77
Net Output £447.25 £510.07 £587.72
Variable Costs:
feed & forage £236.06 £201.55 £152.74
veterinary £57.05 £49.27 £39.09
bedding £25.37 £31.46 £32.91
other costs £30.09 £22.45 £29.45
Gross Margin £98.68 £205.34 £333.53
Fixed costs:
labour £123.26 £121.78 £120.27
other fixed costs £225.98 £270.87 £310.61
Net Margin -£250.56 -£187.31 -£97.35
QMS LFA hill breeding flocks
£/ewe
bottom average top third
lambs sales £32.77 £59.28 £78.32
wool £0.60 £1.05 £1.08
replacement costs £10.21 £9.84 £8.84
Net Output £23.16 £50.49 £70.56
Variable Costs:
feed & forage £4.73 £9.20 £10.42
veterinary £4.46 £4.81 £5.81
bedding £0.09 £0.15 £0.29
other costs £8.72 £7.52 £5.00
Gross Margin £5.16 £28.81 £49.04
Fixed costs:
labour £9.40 £12.37 £12.30
other fixed costs £19.88 £22.76 £28.06
Net Margin -£24.12 -£6.32 £8.68
QMS scaled up to 66 cows & 2689 ewes
bottom average top third Historic Baseline
outputs (calf + lamb) £120,110 £195,748 £252,083 £171,632
wool £1,613 £2,823 £2,904 £2,797
replacement costs £29,928 £29,139 £26,462 £23,199
Net Output £91,796 £169,432 £228,525 £151,230
Variable Costs: VC
Feed & Forage £28,299 £38,041 £38,100 £51,721
Other Variable costs £43,109 £40,369 £36,544 £40,063
Gross Margin £20,388 £91,023 £153,882 £59,446
Fixed costs
labour £33,412 £41,300 £41,013 £51,687
other fixed costs £68,372 £79,079 £95,954 £41,267




IX.I.2. Scottish Government (2011a) figures 
 
Large LFA sheep Average LFA sheep + cattle Large LFA sheep & cattle
no ewes 1078 616 956
no cows 15 63 93
outputs cattle £6,842 £42,068 £64,681
outputs sheep £45,266 £43,330 £68,713
Inputs:
feeds £17,051 £25,164 £40,079
other l ivestock costs £12,266 £12,917 £19,600
labour £10,702 £9,035 £17,008
Scaled up from  
Historic Baseline  Large LFA sheep  Average LFA sheep & cattle  Large LFA sheep & cattle
no ewes 2689 2689 2689 2689
no cows 66 66 66 66
outputs cattle £33,193 £30,105 £44,071 £45,903
outputs sheep £118,037 £112,913 £189,147 £193,273
Inputs:
feeds £51,721 £42,979 £102,101 £105,260
other l ivestock costs £40,063 £30,918 £52,410 £51,476
labour £51,687 £26,975 £36,659 £44,668  
 
 
IX.2. Net Margin results for all profiles and all scenarios  
 
IX.2.1. Standard Case Scenarios 
 
















lambs sales 715 37,922 337 17,870 243 12,871 713 37,838 1,968 169,086 713 37,838 340 18,032 1968 169,086
draft ewe sales 217 9,124 102 4,299 74 3,097 217 9,103 598 70,339 217 9,103 103 4,338 598 70,339
wool sales (kg) 1569 1,020 739 481 533 346 1565 1,018 4,320 3,147 1,565 1,018 746 485 4320 3,147
calves sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 62 60,191 0 0 0 0 48 46,777
cull cow sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 19,081 0 0 0 0 7 14,828
deer income 50 927 0 0 50 927 50 927 50 927 50 927 0 0
Gross output 48,066 23,577 16,314 48,886 322,771 48,886 23,782 304,178
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 279 -5,021 131 -2,366 95 -1,704 278 -5,010 768 -85,403 278 -5,010 133 -2,388 768 -85,403
replacement heifer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 -15,385 0 0 0 0 8 -11,956
Net output (a) 43,044 21,210 14,610 43,876 221,984 43,876 21,394 206,819
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 174 -1,366 13 -105 13 -105 174 -1,366 174 -1,366 174 -1,366 13 -105 13 -105
Cost of silage produced (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hay bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 591 -53,206 0 0 0 0 636 -57,246
Concentrates bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost of ewe 981 -11,120 462 -5,240 333 -3,774 978 -11,095 2,700 -30,279 978 -11,095 466 -5,288 2700 -30,279
Cost of cow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 -10,150 0 0 0 0 54 -7,888
total variable costs (b) -12,486 -5,345 -3,880 -12,461 -95,000 -12,461 -5,393 -95,518
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 30,559 15,865 10,730 31,415 126,983 31,415 16,001 111,301
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -25,000 0 0 0 0 1 -25,000
    permanent overtime (hours) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 -1,652 0 0 0 0 118 -1,652
    casual (hours) 938 -13,035 444 -6,163 317 -4,403 935 -12,996 1,763 -24,336 935 -12,996 448 -6,218 1,512 -21,188
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -54,302 -47,430 -45,670 -54,263 -92,255 -54,263 -47,485 -89,107
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) -23,744 -31,565 -34,940 -22,848 34,729 -22,848 -31,484 22,194
Subsidies
SFP 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 68,957 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LFASS 1 7,734 1 3,645 1 2,625 0 0 0 0 1 7,717 0 0 0 0
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 52,948 41,036 36,642 -22,848 34,729 -15,131 -31,484 22,194
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 0 0 214 46,032 214 46,032 0 0 0 0 0 0 214 46,032 214 46,032



















lambs sales 1968 169,086 226 13,854 226 13,854 2,213 117,411 2,213 117,411 295 15,632 165 8,730
draft ewe sales 598 70,339 69 2,907 69 2,907 457 19,199 457 19,199 90 3,761 50 2,100
wool sales (kg) 4320 3,147 500 325 500 325 4,320 2,808 4,320 2,808 647 420 361 235
calves sales 48 46,777 0 0 0 0 17 10,638 17 10,638 0 0 0 0
cull cow sales 7 14,828 0 0 0 0 2 1,500 2 1,500 0 0 0 0
deer income 0 0 50 927 50 927 50 927 50 927 50 927 50 927
Gross output 304,178 18,012 18,012 152,483 152,483 20,740 11,991
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 768 -85,403 89 -2,416 89 -2,416 638 -11,485 638 -11,485 115 -2,070 64 -1,156
replacement heifer 8 -11,956 0 0 0 0 3 -2,620 3 -2,620 0 0 0 0
Net output (a) 206,819 15,596 15,596 138,377 138,377 18,670 10,835
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 13 -105 13 -159 13 -159 13 -105 13 -105 0 0 0 0
Cost of silage produced (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 -2,473 4 -2,473 0 0 0 0
Hay bought (t) 636 -57,246 0 0 0 0 476 -42,853 476 -42,853 0 0 0 0
Concentrates bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 -1,379 7 -1,379 0 0 0 0
Cost of ewe 2700 -30,279 312 -4,878 312 -4,878 2,700 -19,818 2,700 -30,618 404 -4,584 226 -2,560
Cost of cow 54 -7,888 0 0 0 0 18 -2,330 18 -2,660 0 0 0 0
total variable costs (b) -95,518 -5,037 -5,037 -68,958 -80,089 -4,584 -2,560
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 111,301 10,559 10,559 69,418 58,288 14,086 8,275
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 1 -25,000 0 0 0 0 1 -25,000 1 -25,000 0 0 0 0
    permanent overtime (hours) 118 -1,652 0 0 0 0 118 -1,652 118 -1,652 0 0 0 0
    casual (hours) 1,512 -21,188 307 -4,251 307 -4,251 1,161 -17,416 1,161 -17,416 389 -5,398 219 -3,037
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -89,107 -45,518 -45,518 -85,335 -85,335 -46,665 -44,304
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) 22,194 -34,959 -34,959 -15,917 -27,047 -32,578 -36,029
Subsidies
SFP 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 0 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 68,957
LFASS 1 16,920 1 2,464 1 0 1 12,531 1 12,531 1 3,188 1 1,780
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 108,070 36,462 -34,959 65,571 54,441 39,567 34,708
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 214 46,032 214 40,682 214 40,682 214 46,032 214 46,032 257 52,921 560 89,837
Farm Business Income (f) + (g) 154,102 77,143 5,722 111,603 100,473 92,487 124,545  
 
 
IX.2.2. Adaptive farmers scenarios 
 












lambs sales 337 17,870 240 12,756 720 38,181 720 38,181 340 18,032 1968 169,086
draft ewe sales 102 4,299 73 3,069 219 9,186 219 9,186 103 4,338 598 70,339
wool sales (kg) 739 481 528 343 1580 1,027 1,580 1,027 746 485 4320 3,147
calves sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 46,777
cull cow sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 14,828
deer income 50 927 0 0 50 927 50 927 50 927 0 0
Gross output 23,577 16,168 49,320 49,320 23,782 304,178
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 131 -2,366 94 -1,689 281 -5,056 281 -5,056 133 -2,388 768 -85,403
replacement heifer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 -11,956
Net output (a) 21,210 14,479 44,264 44,264 21,394 206,819
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 13 -105 13 -105 174 -1,366 174 -1,366 13 -105 13 -105
Cost of silage produced (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hay bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 636 -57,246
Concentrates bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost of ewe 462 -5,240 330 -3,740 987 -11,196 987 -11,196 466 -5,288 2700 -30,279
Cost of cow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 -7,888
total variable costs (b) -5,345 -3,846 -12,561 -12,561 -5,393 -95,518
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 15,865 10,633 31,703 31,703 16,001 111,301
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -25,000
    permanent overtime (hours) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 -1,652
    casual (hours) 488 -6,780 345 -4,800 1,038 -14,424 1,038 -14,424 492 -6,840 1,906 -26,452
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -48,047 -46,067 -55,691 -55,691 -48,107 -94,371
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) -32,182 -35,434 -23,988 -23,988 -32,106 16,930
Subsidies
SFP 1 68,957 1 68,957 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LFASS 1 3,645 1 2,602 0 0 1 7,787 0 0 0 0
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 40,420 36,124 -23,988 -16,201 -32,106 16,930
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 214 46,032 214 46,032 0 0 0 0 214 46,032 214 46,032
















lambs sales 1968 169,086 224 13,770 2213 117,411 2213 117,411 287 15,249
draft ewe sales 598 70,339 69 2,889 457 19,199 457 19,199 87 3,669
wool sales (kg) 4320 3,147 497 323 4320 2,808 4320 2,808 631 410
calves sales 48 46,777 0 0 11 6,985 11 6,985 0 0
cull cow sales 7 14,828 0 0 1 985 1 985 0 0
deer income 0 0 50 927 50 927 50 927 50 927
Gross output 304,178 17,909 148,315 148,315 20,254
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 768 -85,403 88 -2,401 638 -11,485 638 -11,485 112 -2,019
replacement heifer 8 -11,956 0 0 2 -1,721 2 -1,721 0 0
Net output (a) 206,819 15,508 135,109 135,109 18,235
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 13 -105 13 -159 13 -105 13 -105 0 0
Cost of silage produced (ha) 0 0 0 0 3 -1,472 3 -1,472 0 0
Hay bought (t) 636 -57,246 0 0 471 -42,360 471 -42,360 0 0
Concentrates bought (t) 0 0 0 0 4 -821 4 -821 0 0
Cost of ewe 2700 -30,279 311 -4,849 2700 -19,818 2700 -30,618 394 -4,471
Cost of cow 54 -7,888 0 0 12 -1,530 12 -1,746 0 0
total variable costs (b) -95,518 -5,008 -66,105 -77,122 -4,471
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 111,301 10,500 69,004 57,987 13,764
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 1 -25,000 0 0 1 -25,000 1 -25,000 0 0
    permanent overtime (hours) 118 -1,652 0 0 118 -1,652 118 -1,652 0 0
    casual (hours) 1,906 -26,452 336 -4,649 1,334 -20,016 1,334 -20,016 417 -5,794
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -94,371 -45,916 -87,935 -87,935 -47,061
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) 16,930 -35,416 -18,931 -29,948 -33,297
Subsidies
SFP 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 68,957
LFASS 1 16,920 1 2,449 1 12,531 1 12,531 1 3,110
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 102,807 35,991 62,557 51,540 38,770
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 214 46,032 214 40,682 214 46,032 214 46,032 257 52,921
Farm Business Income (f) + (g) 148,839 76,672 108,589 97,572 91,690  
 
 
IX.2.3. Focused farmers scenarios 
 




















lambs sales 715 37,922 622 33,020 715 37,922 739 39,228 1968 169,086 1968 169,086 491 30,139 2213 117,411 2,213 117,411
draft ewe sales 217 9,124 189 7,944 217 9,124 225 9,438 598 70,339 598 70,339 151 6,324 457 19,199 457 19,199
wool sales (kg) 1569 1,020 1366 888 1569 1,020 1,623 1,055 4320 3,147 4320 3,147 1088 707 4320 2,808 4,320 2,808
calves sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 62 60,191 62 60,191 0 0 0 0 0 0
cull cow sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 19,081 9 19,081 0 0 0 0 0 0
deer income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gross output 48,066 41,852 48,066 49,721 321,845 321,845 37,169 139,418 139,418
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 279 -5,021 243 -4,372 279 -5,021 289 -5,194 768 -85,403 768 -85,403 193 -5,256 638 -11,485 638 -11,485
replacement heifer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 -15,385 10 -15,385 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net output (a) 43,044 37,480 43,044 44,526 221,057 221,057 31,914 127,933 127,933
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 174 -1,366 174 -1,366 174 -1,366 174 -1,366 174 -1,366 174 -1,366 174 -2,062 174 -1,366 174 -1,366
Cost of silage produced (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hay bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 581 -52,250 581 -52,250 0 0 348 -31,282 348 -31,282
Concentrates bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost of ewe 981 -11,120 854 -9,683 981 -11,120 1,014 -11,503 2700 -30,279 2700 -30,279 680 -10,613 2700 -19,818 2,700 -30,618
Cost of cow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 -10,150 70 -10,150 0 0 0 0 0 0
total variable costs (b) -12,486 -11,048 -12,486 -12,868 -94,045 -94,045 -12,675 -52,466 -63,266
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 30,559 26,432 30,559 31,658 127,013 127,013 19,239 75,467 64,667
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -25,000 1 -25,000 0 0 1 -16,548 1 -16,548
    permanent overtime (hours) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 -1,652 118 -1,652 0 0 78 -1,093 78 -1,093
    casual (hours) 938 -13,035 812 -11,301 938 -13,035 970 -13,481 1,757 -24,267 1,757 -24,267 664 -9,201 1,445 -21,446 1,445 -21,446
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -54,302 -52,568 -54,302 -54,748 -92,186 -92,186 -50,468 -80,354 -80,354
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) -23,744 -26,136 -23,744 -23,090 34,827 34,827 -31,229 -4,888 -15,688
Subsidies
SFP 1 68,957 1 68,957 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 68,957 1 68,957
LFASS 1 7,734 1 4,531 0 0 1 8,001 0 0 1 18,744 1 5,361 1 13,882 1 13,882
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 52,948 47,352 -23,744 -15,089 34,827 122,528 43,089 77,951 67,151
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0








IX.2.4. Constrained farmers scenarios 
 
IX.2.4.1.Constrained farmers – both deer shooting and woodland diversification 
 














lambs sales 234 12,422 156 8,294 576 30,545 576 30,545 234 12,422 1575 135,269
draft ewe sales 71 2,989 48 1,995 175 7,349 175 7,349 71 2,989 478 56,271
wool sales (kg) 514 334 343 223 1264 821 1,264 821 514 334 3456 2,518
calves sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 37,186
cull cow sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 11,788
deer income 40 741 0 0 40 741 40 741 40 741 0 0
Gross output 16,486 10,512 39,456 39,456 16,486 243,032
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 91 -1,645 61 -1,098 225 -4,045 225 -4,045 91 -1,645 614 -68,322
replacement heifer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 -9,505
Net output (a) 14,841 9,414 35,411 35,411 14,841 165,206
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 0 0 0 0 139 -1,092 139 -1,092 0 0 4 -33
Cost of silage produced (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 -3,176
Hay bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 451 -40,600
Concentrates bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 -1,772
Cost of ewe 321 -3,643 214 -2,432 790 -8,957 790 -8,957 321 -3,643 2160 -24,223
Cost of cow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 -6,271
total variable costs (b) -3,643 -2,432 -10,049 -10,049 -3,643 -76,075
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 11,198 6,982 25,362 25,362 11,198 89,131
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -25,000
    permanent overtime (hours) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 -1,652
    casual (hours) 309 -4,289 204 -2,837 755 -10,490 755 -10,490 309 -4,289 847 -12,115
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -45,556 -44,104 -51,757 -51,757 -45,556 -80,034
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) -34,358 -37,122 -26,395 -26,395 -34,358 9,097
Subsidies
SFP 1 55,165 1 55,165 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LFASS 1 2,534 1 1,692 0 0 1 6,230 0 0 0 0
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 23,341 19,735 -26,395 -20,165 -34,358 9,097
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 214 43,381 214 43,381 0 0 0 0 214 43,381 214 42,440
Farm Business Income (f) + (g) 66,722 63,116 -26,395 -20,165 9,023 51,537  












lambs sales 1575 135,269 162 9,911 1771 93,929 1771 93,929 214 11,334
draft ewe sales 478 56,271 50 2,080 366 15,359 366 15,359 65 2,727
wool sales (kg) 3456 2,518 358 232 3456 2,246 3456 2,246 469 305
calves sales 38 37,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cull cow sales 6 11,788 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
deer income 0 0 40 741 40 741 40 741 40 741
Gross output 243,032 12,965 112,276 112,276 15,107
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 614 -68,322 64 -1,728 510 -9,188 510 -9,188 83 -1,501
replacement heifer 6 -9,505 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net output (a) 165,206 11,236 103,087 103,087 13,606
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 4 -33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost of silage produced (ha) 6 -3,176 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hay bought (t) 451 -40,600 0 0 383 -34,487 383 -34,487 0 0
Concentrates bought (t) 9 -1,772 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost of ewe 2160 -24,223 224 -3,490 2160 -15,854 2160 -24,494 293 -3,323
Cost of cow 43 -6,271 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
total variable costs (b) -76,075 -3,490 -50,342 -58,982 -3,323
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 89,131 7,746 52,745 44,105 10,282
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 1 -25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    permanent overtime (hours) 118 -1,652 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    casual (hours) 847 -12,115 220 -3,044 2,503 -34,579 2,503 -34,579 282 -3,917
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -80,034 -44,311 -75,846 -75,846 -45,184
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) 9,097 -36,564 -23,100 -31,740 -34,902
Subsidies
SFP 1 55,165 1 55,165 1 55,165 1 55,165 1 55,165
LFASS 1 13,171 1 1,763 1 9,755 1 9,755 1 2,312
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 77,434 20,364 41,820 33,180 22,575
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 214 42,440 228 38,149 214 43,381 214 43,381 257 48,605





IX.2.4.2. Constrained farmers-without deer shooting diversification 
 














lambs sales 250 13,260 156 8,294 592 31,382 592 31,382 250 13,260 1575 135,269
draft ewe sales 76 3,190 48 1,995 180 7,550 180 7,550 76 3,190 478 56,271
wool sales (kg) 549 357 343 223 1298 844 1,298 844 549 357 3456 2,518
calves sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 37,186
cull cow sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 11,788
deer income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gross output 16,806 10,512 39,776 39,776 16,806 243,032
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 98 -1,756 61 -1,098 231 -4,155 231 -4,155 98 -1,756 614 -68,322
replacement heifer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 -9,505
Net output (a) 15,051 9,414 35,621 35,621 15,051 165,206
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 0 0 0 0 139 -1,092 139 -1,092 0 0 4 -33
Cost of silage produced (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 -3,176
Hay bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 451 -40,600
Concentrates bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 -1,772
Cost of ewe 343 -3,888 214 -2,432 811 -9,202 811 -9,202 343 -3,888 2160 -24,223
Cost of cow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 -6,271
total variable costs (b) -3,888 -2,432 -10,295 -10,295 -3,888 -76,075
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 11,163 6,982 25,326 25,326 11,163 89,131
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -25,000
    permanent overtime (hours) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 -1,652
    casual (hours) 330 -4,584 204 -2,837 776 -10,785 776 -10,785 330 -4,584 847 -12,115
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -45,851 -44,104 -52,052 -52,052 -45,851 -80,034
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) -34,688 -37,122 -26,726 -26,726 -34,688 9,097
Subsidies
SFP 1 55,165 1 55,165 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LFASS 1 2,704 1 1,692 0 0 1 6,401 0 0 0 0
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 23,181 19,735 -26,726 -20,325 -34,688 9,097
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 214 43,381 214 43,381 0 0 0 0 214 43,381 214 42,440
Farm Business Income (f) + (g) 66,563 63,116 -26,726 -20,325 8,693 51,537  
 












lambs sales 1575 135,269 172 10,555 1771 93,929 1771 93,929 229 12,164
draft ewe sales 478 56,271 53 2,215 366 15,359 366 15,359 70 2,927
wool sales (kg) 3456 2,518 381 248 3456 2,246 3456 2,246 503 327
calves sales 38 37,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cull cow sales 6 11,788 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
deer income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gross output 243,032 13,017 111,534 111,534 15,418
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 614 -68,322 68 -1,841 510 -9,188 510 -9,188 89 -1,611
replacement heifer 6 -9,505 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net output (a) 165,206 11,177 102,346 102,346 13,807
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 4 -33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost of silage produced (ha) 6 -3,176 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hay bought (t) 451 -40,600 0 0 379 -34,085 379 -34,085 0 0
Concentrates bought (t) 9 -1,772 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost of ewe 2160 -24,223 238 -3,717 2160 -15,854 2160 -24,494 315 -3,567
Cost of cow 43 -6,271 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
total variable costs (b) -76,075 -3,717 -49,940 -58,580 -3,567
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 89,131 7,460 52,406 43,766 10,240
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 1 -25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    permanent overtime (hours) 118 -1,652 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
    casual (hours) 847 -12,115 235 -3,247 2,501 -34,554 2,501 -34,554 303 -4,209
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -80,034 -44,514 -75,821 -75,821 -45,476
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) 9,097 -37,054 -23,414 -32,054 -35,236
Subsidies
SFP 1 55,165 1 55,165 1 55,165 1 55,165 1 55,165
LFASS 1 13,171 1 1,878 1 9,755 1 9,755 1 2,481
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 77,434 19,989 41,506 32,866 22,410
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 214 42,440 228 38,149 214 43,381 214 43,381 257 48,605








IX.2.4.3. Constrained farmers – no woodland diversification 
 














lambs sales 576 30,545 498 26,416 576 30,545 576 30,545 576 30,545 1,575 135,269
draft ewe sales 175 7,349 151 6,355 175 7,349 175 7,349 175 7,349 478 56,271
wool sales (kg) 1264 821 1093 710 1264 821 1264 821 1264 821 3,456 2,518
calves sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 48,153
cull cow sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 15,265
deer income 40 741 0 0 40 741 40 741 40 741 40 741
Gross output 39,456 33,482 39,456 39,456 39,456 258,217
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 225 -4,045 194 -3,498 225 -4,045 225 -4,045 225 -4,045 614 -68,322
replacement heifer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 -12,308
Net output (a) 35,411 29,984 35,411 35,411 35,411 177,587
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 139 -1,092 139 -1,092 139 -1,092 139 -1,092 139 -1,092 139 -1,092
Cost of silage produced (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 -2,218
Hay bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 427 -38,418
Concentrates bought (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 -1,237
Cost of ewe 790 -8,957 683 -7,746 790 -8,957 790 -8,957 790 -8,957 2,160 -24,223
Cost of cow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56 -8,120
total variable costs (b) -10,049 -8,838 -10,049 -10,049 -10,049 -75,309
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 25,362 21,146 25,362 25,362 25,362 102,279
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -25,000
    permanent overtime (hours) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 -1,652
    casual (hours) 755 -10,490 650 -9,041 755 -10,490 755 -10,490 755 -10,490 1,010 -14,195
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -51,757 -50,308 -51,757 -51,757 -51,757 -82,114
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) -26,395 -29,162 -26,395 -26,395 -26,395 20,164
Subsidies
SFP 1 55,165 1 55,165 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
LFASS 1 6,230 1 3,624 0 0 1 6,230 0 0 1 0
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 35,000 29,628 -26,395 -20,165 -26,395 20,164
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Farm Business Income (f) + (g) 35,000 29,628 -26,395 -20,165 -26,395 20,164  
 










lambs sales 1575 135,269 382 23,467 1771 93,929 1771 93,929
draft ewe sales 478 56,271 117 4,924 366 15,359 366 15,359
wool sales (kg) 3456 2,518 847 550 3456 2,246 3456 2,246
calves sales 49 48,153 0 0 0 0 0 0
cull cow sales 7 15,265 0 0 0 0 0 0
deer income 40 741 40 741 40 741 40 741
Gross output 258,217 29,683 112,276 112,276
less replacement costs
replacement hogg 614 -68,322 151 -4,092 510 -9,188 510 -9,188
replacement heifer 8 -12,308 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net output (a) 177,587 25,591 103,087 103,087
Variable costs
Feeds:
Forage Cost of inbye use (ha) 139 -1,092 139 -1,650 139 -1,092 139 -1,092
Cost of silage produced (ha) 4 -2,218 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hay bought (t) 427 -38,418 0 0 287 -25,791 287 -25,791
Concentrates bought (t) 6 -1,237 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost of ewe 2160 -24,223 529 -8,263 2160 -15,854 2160 -24,494
Cost of cow 56 -8,120 0 0 0 0 0 0
total variable costs (b) -75,309 -9,913 -42,738 -51,378
Gross Margin (c) = (a) + (b) 102,279 15,678 60,350 51,710
Fixed costs 
Labour:
    permanent (men) 1 -25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0
    permanent overtime (hours) 118 -1,652 0 0 0 0 0 0
    casual (hours) 1,010 -14,195 516 -7,158 2,444 -33,866 2,444 -33,866
Machinery: (fuel +maintenance) 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618 1 -14,618
Machinery depreciation 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774 1 -12,774
Land & buildings costs (incl rent & imputed rent) 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875 1 -13,875
total fixed costs (d) -82,114 -48,425 -75,133 -75,133
Farm Net Margin (e) = (c) + (d) 20,164 -32,747 -14,783 -23,423
Subsidies
SFP 1 55,165 1 55,165 1 55,165 1 55,165
LFASS 1 14,995 1 4,174 1 11,106 1 11,106
Farm Net Margin after subsidies (f) 90,325 26,593 51,488 42,848
Diversification income (g)
Forestry (after 16 yrs) (ha) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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